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1.0 SUt-\\1AR Y 
This design note contains a description of the modifications necessary to 
give the Houston Operations Predictor/Estimator (HOPE) program the capability 
to solve for or consider vent forces. The HOPE program, with the above 
modifications, will be referred to in this paper as HOPE/VENT. A new 
HOPE version which will include HOPE/VENT as well as other recent program 
modifications is currently being prepared and will be released as HOPE/MOC 3.0. 
The fonmulation of HOPE/VENT relies heavily on the venting capability which 
alre".dy exists ·in version MOC 2.0 of HOPE. The user must input an attitude 
timeline as well as vent on-off times. The program will solve for or consider 
the components of a vent in body coordinates. This approach conforms to the 
current HOPE formulation as well as the approach taken in the Real Time 
Computer Complex (RTCe) logic. 
The verification of HOPE/VENT was naturally divided into two phases: solve 
for and consider capability. The solve for capability was tested using the 
existing venting logic in the dummy data mode. The consider capability was 
verified by comparing results with the HOPE/B8.02 IGS Burn Model. In the 
process of verifying the consider capability, numerous difficulties were 
~ncountered with the HOPE trajectory integrator. For the proper functioning 
of the consider vent force model, the present study suggests a modification 
of the integrator to invoke a restart when encountering vent force 
discontinuities. 
Section 3.0 describes in detail the model implemented in solving for vent 
forces, while Sections 3.1 and 4.2 detail the integrator problems 
encountered. Appendix A provides a summary derivation of the mathematical 
principles applicable to solve/consider methodology. 
1 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the many unique problems encountered in perforining orbit determination 
processing for the Shuttle is the existence of unknown perturbative forces on 
the vehicle caused by venting various gases during orbital flight. Compli-
cating the relatively simple effect of venting is the' phenomenon of plume 
impingement. As gases are released, they interact with the various body 
surfaces of the vehicle~ causing unknown accelerations~ While the primary 
. 
venting effect may be known beforehand, the secondary interaction with tail, 
wing and door surfaces is unknown. An additional effect is the existence of 
RCS uncoupled thrusting which is triggered by vent forces. 
The method described in this design note, called the method of correction 
vents, presumes the existence of a nominal vent timeline which must be 
corrected by solving for unknown vent perturbations. Thus, the nominal 
timeline may represent the primary effect of venting while the correction 
vents correspond to plume impingement effects~ 
An active vent timeline"may have forty (40) distinct entries in the HOPE vent 
table. Computer time limitations and questionable mathematical validity, 
however, suggest that solving explicitly for such a large number of vents 
would be impractical. Using the method of correction vents, instead, enables 
one to solve for a long tenn average vent error which may, in a least square 
error sense, realistically account for the effect of many error vents. 
In implementing the method of correction vents, an attempt has been made to 
keep program changes small. Rather than writing entirely new subroutines, 
use has been made of existing code whenever possible. Also, the unusual step 
has been taken to adapt little-used Lunar MASCON internal storage logic in 
the ,current HOPE for implementation of the new vent force capability. 
2 
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The re.sul~1ng 10ss1n MASCON computational capaMlity was considered a 
-j!Jstif1able tradeoff for having an up-to-date Shuttle era program developed 
. 
pel" the established venting modifications schedule. Moreover. plans have 
,been made forreincorporation of the MASCON capability (albeit without. 
, - (.
, (. , ' 
,s'imultaneousexecution of the venting calcul ations), pending completion 
of the present vent modification performance studies. 
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3.0 DISCUSSION 
j The approach being implemented can be best described as the method of cor-
rection or error vents. It is presumed that the user will input an attitude 
timeltne and a table of nominal vents. The nominal vents are input in the 
. body axis fraille of the vehicle and should represent the .user' s best estimate 
of venting activity. The nominal vent timelfne is input through the logic 
which 'already exists in HOPE version MDC 2.0 (References 1 and 2). 
The ven~s to be $olved for or considered, .i.e., the correction vents, are view~d 
as updates or r.efinements to the nominal vent timeline. The correction vents 
are also input in the body axis frame and the steps necessary to do so are 
described in the user's section of this paper. Instead of solving for each 
nQ~inal vent individually, the HOPE/VENT progr&~ solves for or considers an 
average vent error vector which can stretch over a fairly extended period of 
time. The number of such average error vents is limited; also, the user is 
required to input on-off times corresponding to each correction vent. The 
on-off times of the correction vents might represent special events in the 
vehicle attitude timeline, intervals of known extended vent activity, or 
other a priori vent information which the user might care to incorporate. 
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.}nthe figure,the solid lines represent magnitudes of nominal vents. vI. v2~ 
v3~ and'v4. The dashed lines represent correction vents. el, e2. A point 
wh-1ch should be stressed is that because of the computer implementation, 
. _~tart-stop times of correction vents must correspond to start and stop times 
of vents within the nominal table. This point is reiter.ated in the user's· 
section. I~ this example. the correction vents are put at the boundaries 
of vehicle attitude changes, but this procedure is strictly up to the -
discretion of the user. 
A note of mathematical caution about the use of correction vents: no single 
vent can account for the effect of two distinct vents on a vehicle 




Suppose the vehicle experiences two distinct vents, vl and v2. indicated 
above by the solid lines. Mathematically. there is no single average vent, 
i.e •• dotted line, which will produce the same vehicle trajectory after 
time, T, as two distinct vents, vi and v2. Se~ Reference 3 for a further 
discussion of this idea. The attempt to attribute many unknown error 
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3.1 THE VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS - INTEGRATION AND BOUNDS 
Consider the following simplified vent timeline with one correction vent. 
VI 
el r - - - - - - - - - - . ~l Time 
_I ... 
. 




Attitude 1 AttUude 2 
Note that the above timeline contains a vent straddling an attitude change. 
This is done for illustrative purposes only and is not the form one would 
implement-on the computer. 
The equations of motion can be written as follows: 
+ *+~ k ,+ k + + 




, + + The function, (x, x, t), represents the accelerations due to all sources 
" 
other than venting. The matrices, Ao and Al(t), are transformation matrices 
from the body axis frame to the Meart of 1950 Coordinate System (MOF50). 
The step functions {si(t), 1 = 0, ••• ,3} are defined by 
Si(t) = 1 
s1(t) = 0 
t £ (ti' ti+l) 
elsewhere. 
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.1 
to Eradl:nln2 (earth radii per minute squared). Et\uation (1) is in a 
Cartesian Me~, of 1950 coordinate system with vents appearing in the body 
axis frame ir. units of pounds force (lbf) • 
. . Let -the component~ of e1 = (~~) , and take the parti al of Equation (1) 
, z3 
with respect to parameter, zl' Then 
• 
(2) , 
Note the presence 'of step discontinuities in Equation (2), \"he variational 
equation. Care must be taken to integrate the variational equations accurately. 
The integration of the state equations also involves integrating through 
vent force discontinuities, but the vents are a small contribution to 
the total acceleration exper:enced by the vehicle. In Equation (2), 
however, the discontinuities are the sole driving functions. Section 
4.0 contains a discussion of the effect of integration accuracy on the 
propagation of covariance matrices. A smoothing" scheme, similar to the 
one used for the vent model in HOPE, is required to properly integrate 
the variational equations. 
Figure 3-1 contains a flowchart and variable description of the smoothing 
logic implemented in integrating the variational equations. 
An additional comment concerning the figure on page 6 is that the correction 
7 
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FI~URE 3-1 (Cont.) 
S~rHING LOGIC VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS 
FLOWCHART 
S= 
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as. 2 efnlll.a. 
FIGURE 3-1 (Concluded) 
SMOOTHING LOGIC VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS 
FLOWCHART VARIABLES 
PART(1)-PART(3) - forcing function in the right hand side of the 
variational equati~ns. 
-TBL,CK(l) - current integration time points 
TBL,CK(4) - integration step size 
TTEST - integration averaging interval 
MASCON(IDUM~) - start time of correction vent 
MASCON{IDUM5) - stop time of correction vent 
RBECI - transformation matrix from body to M~F50 
Ko - scaling cor.sta~t which takes lb force to Erad/min2 
W - vehicle weight 
10 
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t t SUIt ••• 
vent, elt i";i~Q~ straddling an attitude change.:aec~use of the implementation 
of the attitude routine, BODATT, in HOPE, attitude maneuvers are assumed 
to be instantaneous. This introduces additional discontinuities at points 
of attitude transition. The user would be advised to create two distinct 
correction vents out of the single vent, 11• 
Now consider the following simplified vent time1ine: 
to tl 
LVL.H 
The equations of motion are: 
+ 'i'+ k ++ + 
x = T (x, "., t) + --- A (x, v) sO(t) RO e1 
M 
(3) 
+ + + + where v = x, A (x, v) is the transformation matrix which goes from the 
Local Vertical/Local Horizontal (LVLH) attitude to the Mean of 1950 system, 
and RO is the constant transformation matrix which goes from the body axis 
frame to LVLH. The matrix, A (~, ~), can be written as: 
Define the vectors: 
+ + 
-x x v 
-.;.---.;-I x x v I 
: -~ ) 
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Rewrite Equation (3) as: 
-:-------.· •• - __ IIIIIUI!ll .......... II!IaRIS •• ,i!!IiI .. UNIJiIIf ...... _, __ 
(+ +. + + x x v) x x 
11 = ----------- • I~ x;, Ixl 
+ + 
+ -x x v 
a2 = -------rX x;, - . 
• 
+ +,+ + k + + + 
x = f \x, v. t) + --- (Cl al (x, v) + c2 12 (t, v) + c3 a3 (t, l»). 
M 
+ (Zl) If el = ~~ , then 
+ + + + + 
ax afax af av k aCl + aC2 + aC3 + 
--- = --- --- + --- --- + --- (--- al + --- a2 + --- a3) 
aZl ax aZI av aZI M aZI aZI aZI 
+ + + + + + + + k aal ax aal av aa2 ax aa2 av 
+ --- (CI (-;- --- + -;- ---) + c2 (-;- --- + -;- ---) 
M ax aZI av aZI ax aZI av aZI 
+ + + + 
aa3 ax aa3 av 
+ c3 (-+- --- + -+- ---») • 
ax aZI av aZI 
(5) 
k + + + a~ aal 3a2 aa3 The terms, (ci --- + c2 --- + c3 ---) , 
M a~ a~ a~ aZI (6) 
and 
+ + + av k aal aa2 aa3 (ci --- + c2 --- + c3 ---) , 
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+ 
af at + af a~ 
can be grouped, respectively, with ---a~ aZl and --- ---+ av aZl 
We shall now show that Terms (6) and (7) can be neglected in the variational 
+ + 
equations. It can be seen by exa~ining the partials of A (x, v) 






II II = 0 a~ 
NOTE: II· II indicates matrix norm. 
The constants, kl t kl t k3, k4, depend on the eccentricity of the orbit. 
For small eccentricities the constants are very close to unity. 
Consider the following table which compares the relative magnitude of 
accelerations affecting the Shuttle with a weight of 200,000 lbs. 
13 
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120 NM Circular Orbit 
Acceleration Source 
Earth central body 
Earth perturbations (J2) 






4.0 x 10-3 Erad/hr2 
3.0 x 10-4 Erad/hr2 
1.0 x 10-6 Erad/hr2 
Erad = Earth radii 
Let us now exami ne the tenn. --- --- + --- ---, which appears in the right 
.. .. 
ax aZl av aZI 
hand side of Equation (5). We shall only consider the contribution 
.. 
of the central force tenn to the total acceleration, f. 
The partial of the central gravity term is as follows: 
(9) 
where p = 19.909 Erad3/hr2• If I~I = 1.03 Erad, then the partial of the 
central gravity term = 36.4/hr2• 
Expression (6) can be bounded by 
at1 at2 at3 
cl --- + c2 --- + c3 --- < ti aX aX-
1 






where use has been made of bounds in Equation (8). Expression"(7) can 
be bounded by 
using the bounds in Equation (8). 
For a 40 lbf vent and a 120 nm orbit, Equation (10) can be further 
(11) 
bounded by 3.8 x 10-3/hr2• Thus, the gravity term (Expression (9» is 
roughly 104 times more significant than Term (6) in the variational 
equations. To further bound Expression (11), we must make use of Kepler1s 
/-~ Third law for the perio~ of a circular orbit. For a circu~>orbi"~" 
, ; 
T2 4112 
---- = 1~13 11 (12) 
But we also know that 
so that 
Hence, Expres~ion (7) can be bounde~ by 
or 
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Gravity (Expression (9}) is roughly 103 times more significant than 
this tenn. 
Thus it appears that for orbits of small ellipticity, terms of the form 
aA + aA \X. ~) 
--- el. v) and ---------. represent a relatively insignificant contribu-at . a-; 
tion to the variational equations. These terms have not been iQcluded in the 
HOPE/VENT program, either in solving for venting parameters or solving for any 
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3.2 PROGRAM MODIFICATION GUIDELINES 
The guiding philosophy in imple1enting solve/consider venting forces in the 
HOPE/VENT progr&lI has been to use as much of the original" code as possible. 
A little used capability to solve or consider lunar MASCON parameters has 
been modified to accept venting parameters. Thus, instead of creating 
separate routines in the input processor, trajectory, and DC links of the 
progra.lI, the MASCON capab 11 i ty was used to set appropriate f1 ags, dimens'i on 
variables, and create the necessary me~ory locations." At the appropriate 
stage, however, MASCON variational equations were replaced with venting 
parameter variational equations. 
The reasons for selecting MASCON parameters are threefold. First, the 
venting para~eters are dyn&lIic variables which must be integrated along a 
trajectory. The MASCON par&lIeters are dynamic and thus no changes in the 
trajectory link would have to be made to accommodate new dynamic solve for 
or consider variables. Second, the venting parameters are an expandable 
set of variables depending, in number, on the program user. The MASCONs 
are also an expandable set of solve for or consider variables with a maximum 
of 100 MASCONS available to be solved far or considered. Thus, the requirements 
for the venting force par&neters are matched perfectly by the MASCON parameter 
capability. A final, c~lIpelling reason for selecting existing code is 
to limit the size of ' the HOPE program. The trajectory link is the critical 
program link in this respect, with future trajectory ,nodifications of 
HOPE being severely'restricted in ~ize. There are currently only 4,000 
words of unused core remaining 1n the TRAJ link with which to add subroutines 
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3.3 CODE MODIFtCATIONS 
The following pages describe which subroutines have been modified in HOPE/MOC 
2.0 to create the HOPE/VENT program. Also described are the extent of 
the changes and the reasons for the modifications. For partial listings of the 
modified routines, see Tables 8-1 through B-9 in Appendix B. 
lines of 
Subroutine Code Conments 
ASSIGN 2 Alter pOinters in VSTR array for trajectory link to 
allow MASCON and Earth gravity parameters in core 
simultaneously. 
DAUX 17 Stores off initial input value of VTAB array and 
calls MASACC when correction vent capability 
requested. 
MASACC 72 ·Computes acceleration of correction vents in the 
state and va"'; at i ona 1 equations • 
MCNPRC 2 Writes MASCON information which has been processed by 
the input processor on drum. 
TRAJ 14 Resets the value of the VTAB array to its initial 
value upon exiting TRAJ routine. 
TRIGER 4 Removes code which would branch around MASCON 
capability if the central body is not the Moon. 
TRAJRD 2 Reads trajectory infonnation from drum into VSTR 
array. Changes allow TRAJRO to read Earth gravity 
parameters and MASCON parameters simultaneously. 
TRJSUP 2 Supervisory routine which initializes VSTR array for 
routines in TRAJ link. Changed TRJSUP to initialize 
MASCON variables when Moon is not the central 
body. 





Progr~~ verification was accomplished in two distinct phase~. First the 
solve for capability was tested using the HOPE dummy data capability. The 
current venting logic in HOPE/MOC 2.0 was used to generate a trajectory data 
tape which contained known vents. HOPE/VENT was then used to solve for the 
known vents. Secondly, the consider capability was tested by comparing 
answers with the IGS Burn model in HOPE. The consider test phase was a more 
involved one because the IGS Burn model and the venting logic use different 
methods to achieve the same goal. The differences in the way the 
trajectories are integrated is a prime example. 
In addition to the abov~ verification efforts~ other runs were made to test 
program flags and pointers. The HOPE program was run·with a checkmode print 
of the input processor, and program flow and flags were examined. 
The pointers for the VSTR array were exa~ined to ensure that using MASCON 
subroutines to solve for vent forces do~s not present hidden pitfalls. 
Special attention was given to routines which either read or write MASCON 
info~nation on a drum. The MCNPRC and TRAJRD programs were examined to ensure 
pr.oper input-output of MASCON parameters. Using COMGEN CCREF, all variables 
. 
which relate to the proper functioning of the MASCON routines were traced to 
their occurrence in the HOPE code and studied to see if their occurrence 
would cause any problems in solving for or considering vent forces. The input, 
trajectory, differential correction (DC), and covariance propagation links of 
the progr~~ were dumped using checkmode print. In addition, snapshot core 
dumps of HOPE were made during various links to determine whether key flags 
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Two stand-alone checkcases were also employed for verification (listand-alone" 
in the sense that no external compartsons were required). The two cases 
studied were: 
1. Doing a DC run starting with the exact values of the solve for variables. 
• 0 2. Closure tests on the integration of the vent force variational equations. 
Test 11 produced excellent trajectory agreement between the dummy data and DC 
runs (to fifteen digits). Exact agreement was not obtained bec~use 
observation computations are supervised by different routines in the DUr~DoAT 
and DC processors. OBCOMP is the supervisor in the DC mode while DUMCAL 
supervises in the OUMOAT mode, and differences in the order of the 
arithmetical c~~putations give slightly different answers. 
The second test was designed to examine how discontinuities in the varia-
tional equations affected integration performance. At first, discontinuous 
forcing functions in the variational equations were evaluated at their exact 
values. This was found to be inadequate for the propagation of covariance 
matrices and a smoothing scheme had to be adopted in the variational 
equations, similar to the scheme for smoothing vent discontinuities in the 
state equations. Performance of the integrator improved considerably. For 
further discussion of this point, see the results of the consider test case 
(Section 4.2). See also Figure 3-1 for a flowchart of the variational 
equations smoothing logic. 
4.1 SOLVE FOR VARIABLES 
Dummy data with known vents were generated using HOPE/MOC 2.0. Two distinct 
tapes were created, one with noisy data and one with perfect data. The 
perfect data were used as a checkcase for one of the stand-alone tests of the 
HOPE/VENT program. The on-off times of the vents were input to t1~o'e:/VENT 
2Q 
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·and the program was executed to solve for the unknown vents as well as other 
selected parameters • 
. In Case I, the program was executed to solve for both the state and vents. 
The state was perturbed by 500 meters and the program was required to 
solve for a 20 10, vent. Perfect data were used in Case I. Due to the 
fonnu1ation of the HOPE iteration stopping rule, however, perfect data 
~i1l cause more iterations ~han are normal. This explains why seven iterations 
were required in·Case I. Case I results are given in Table 4-1. 
In Case II, only vents were solved for and again, perfect data were used. 
The final iteration produced deltas in the solved for variables of 10-4 lbf, 
clearly an insignificant correction. Case II results are given in Table 4-2. 
In Case III (Table 4-3), vents and drag were solved for and the state was 
fixed at the exact, true value. The program was .ab1e to determine drag to 
within 98% of the true value. 
In Case IV (Table 4-4), two contiguous vents on the time1ine were solved for 
and the program did an excellent job 1n the solution for each. 
Finally, in Case V (Table 4-5), SWCO data were used to test the program in a 
non-HOPE generated environment. The vent being solved for was a small vent, 
extending for 4-1/2 hrs. The program was not very successful at solving for 
this small vent, making an error of 50% in magnitude. Detailed studies will 
have to be performed to determine the f~asibillty of solving:for sm'a,11 vents. 
In all the cases in this section, the veh (cle attitude was Inertial Hold •. 
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TABLE 4-1.- CONVERGENCE RESULTS - SOLVE FOR CAPABILITY 
Case I - Solve for State and Vent 
Iteration True 
-------------------------------.---.-------------------~------- Value #0 #1 #3 15 17 (initi a1) (final) 
X 
-2806400. -2806399.8 -2805968.7 " -2806073.3 -2806083.4 -2806084.5 
Y 2878400. 2&76877.5 2878177.4 2878115.3 2878110.3 2878109.7 
Z 5259600. 5259190.3 5259148.9 5259323.7 5259340.4 5259342.2 
· X -1.04 -7.7035 -7.188 -7.054 -7.0413 -7.04 
· Y -6810. -6810.19 -6809.98 -6809.99 -6810.00 -6810. 
· Z 3720. 3720.13 3720.32 3720.03 3720. 3720. 
VENTl-X 0.0 -1.7369 -.095 -.0065 -.00059 0.0 
VENT2-Y 0.0 -8.9178 -19.125 ··19.915 -19.99 -20.0 
VENT3-Z 0.0 .0267 
-.469 -.0437 -.00416 0.0 
. State Coordinate System: MOF50 Cartes ian Vehicle Attitude - Inertial Hold Vent Coordinate System: Body 
Units: State - meters, seconds; Vents-1b force State RSS Position Error (Final - True): 1.99 meters 
TABLE 4-2.- CONVERGENCE RESULTS - SOLVE FOR CAPABILITY 
Case II - Solve for Vent, State Fixed at True Value 
Iterabon 
#0 #1 #3 #5 17 (initial) (final) 
VEHTl-X 0.0 
-1.717 -.01758 .804 0-5 .113 0-8 
VENT2-Y 0.0 -6.874 -20.193 -20.00 -20.0 
VEHTl-Z 0.0 7.709 
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TABLE 4-3.- CONVERGENCE RESULTS - SOLVE FOR CAPABILITY 
~ , Case III - Solve for Vent and Drag, State Fixed at True Value 
Iterabon Tl'"Ue 
--------------------------y._----------------------------------- Value 
10 II 12 13 #5 ~ 
--(initi al) {final) 
VENTl-X 0.0 -2.384 .01588 .02249 .23 0.0 
VENT1-Y 0.0 -18.8 -19.989 -19.99 -19.99 -20.0 
VENT1-Z- 0.0 .02976 .611 D-3 .012 .0127 0.0 
DRAG 500 3889 1385 995 983 1000. 
, Units: Vents - lb forc~ Vehicle Attitude - Inertial Hold 
Drag - Area. (ft ) 
I 
. TABLE 4-4.- CONVERGENCE RESULTS - SOLVE FOR CAPABILITY 
Case IV - Solve for 2 Vents, State Fixed at l,'ue Value 
Iterabon True 
-----------------------------------------------------------.--- Value #0 #1 12 #3 14 (initial) {final) 
. VENTl-X 0.0 -3.23 .065 .0285 .0285 0.0 
VENTl-Y 0.0 -46.54 . :;0.035 -49.99 -49.99 -50.0 
VENTl-Z 0.0 1.66 .0607 .011 .011 0.0 
VENT2-X 0.0 -39.89 -30.01 -29.97 -26.975 -30. 
VENT2-Y 0.0 -18.75 -20.164 -19.99 -19.996 -20. 
VENT2-Z 0.0 -6.705 -.0417 .0269 .0269 0.0 
Units: Vents - lb force Vehicle Attitude - Inertial Hold 
23 
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TABLE 4-5.- CONVERGENCE RESULTS -SQLVE FOR CAPABILiTY 
. '- Case V - Solve for Vent, SWCO Data Tape, State Fixed at True Value 










Units: 'Vents - lb force 












Vehicle Attitude - Inertial Hold 
The consider capability was tested by matching answers obtained with the 
HOPE/BS.02 program running in the IGS Burn mode. HOPE/VENT was first modified 
so that the DOPPLER, JACHIP. and TRAJ subroutines agreed with the subroutines 
in BS.02. Initially, discontinuous functions in the variational equations 
were evaluated at their true values. However, because the HOPE integration 
accuracy criterion applies only to the state equations, the integrator 
in the auto mode could not respond adequately to jumps in the variational 
functions. The propagated covariance matrices were ~ot in agreement between 
this initial fonn of the HOPE/VENT program and BS.02. To substantiate the 
idea that integrator inaccuracy was the cause of the lack of agreement, the 
c~och was moved to the center of the integration time period and closure 
results were observed. Closure of the variational equations was poor and 
errors in propagated covariance matrices could be attributed to the errors in-
the variational equations. The integration model was changed in order to 
smooth the variational discontinuities and immediate improvement was observed 
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The following is a description of the consider test case: 
1. 5 ~in APU vent 
2. Inertial Hold Attitude 
,3. Observations precede beginning of vent, i.e., 
To '-, ____ ------~~~--------__ ~ (epoch) Observations 
300 Observation Frames 
4. Consider the uncertainties in APU vent c~~ponents upon the state 
covariance matrix. 
5. Start with the exact state and do a one-iteration DC run. 
APU VENT DEFINITION 
Force, Body Coordinates Value Uncertainties 
Fx 2.85 lbf aFx = 1.43 lbf 
Fy 2.28 lbf aFy ~ .52 lbf 
Fz 17'.17 lbf aFz = 7.25 Ibf 
Tables 4-6 and 4-7 give the IGS Burn values of the state and covarianc~ 
matrix at two comparison time points. Tables 4-8 and 4-9 give the HOPE/VE~T ' 
values of the state and covariance ~atrix, with variational equation smoothing, 
at the same time points~ At 2 hrs and 42 min after vent cutoff (April 1. 
20 hr, 0 min), one observes a 1.3 meter RSS difference between the IGS 
Burn and HOPE/VENT values of the state, and a maximum deviation in the 
pOSition sigmas of .2 meter. At 6 hrs and 42 min after vent cutoff 
\~pril 2, 0 hr, 0 min}, one observes a 3.6 meter RSS difference in state 






slnce the va~iance is the square of the sigmas, the.observed differences 
Ttl the::e;variance matrix along the diagonals is much greater. 
-'J~.'account for the deviation in the propagated covariance matrices between 
IGS Bu~n and HOPE/VENT t the ~ntegrator was modified to function like the 
integrator lX the HiS Burn, mode 1. The integrator will integrate to vent 
"discontina'ities," stop, a~d restart in the Runge-Kutta mode. This ensures 
that 'rio difference.,'tab 1 e entry wi 11 ever straddl e a vent boundary. The 
.modifie{integrator was checked out on a rigorous vent time1ine and the 
.-~',~ val~.e' of the:,'Vent f9rce aSSigned at each time point was carefully examined. 
-,::: ~>: :--
Tables 4-10 and 4':11 give the values of the state and covariance matrix 
for'the modified integrator. The agreement with the 'IGS Burn model is 
. .• excellent. The state position differences are on the order of 10-4 meters 
and the covariance matrices agree to all digits. 
Though the ilIodified integrator is an unverified p'rogram change, it shows 
'-.such ma,~ked superiority over the smoothing logic that the author feels 
it should eventually 'be ado..,tedas the standard for venting. For the 
'. present, however~. even though the s,'noothing logic did ~xhibit errors in 
pro~agatin~ clJvariance-'matrices, the~ize of the erro'rs does not preclude 
, . -
9ne from, using thismodeL-- The author believes the errors in the smoothing 
schelle are acceptabh(ana the first ~~~si<!n'of HOPE/VENT should be coded 
- ~ 
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5.0 USER'S GUIDE 
~·-The fo11ol'ling instructions refer~o ~OPE version MOC 3.0 which should 
be the first released version incorporating the capability to solve or 
consider vent forces. An update to the following instructions will be 
published in a working paper to accon~odate cosmetic changes which are 
,11kelY .. to occur in the variable names. 
As currently envisioned, the execution of the HOPE ven.t capability will 
require a separate map, distinct fran the current HOPE map. Thls has 
been necessitated because of the desire to preserve the MASCON capability 
in its original fOnD. The recently modified subroutines will be copied 
onto the PCF tape with changed element n&~es. The original MASCON subroutines 
and the modified MASCON subroutines will exist on the PCF tape simultaneously 
and the ~OPE map will determine which copy of the MASCON subroutines will 
be brought into core. 
The capability to solve for or consider vents must be used in conjunction 
with the current HOPE vent capability. The rule which must be strictly 
observed is that any end point of a correction vent must correspond to 
iq. end point of a nominal vent in the VTAB table. The simplest way to 
ensure that this will occur is to input, in the $VITVTl section, a nG~inal' 
vent with zeroes in all components which have the same start and stop 
times as the correction vent. If the user omits to enter any nominal 
vents while attempting to solve or consider correction vents, the progr~~ 
will terlninate. 
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~ t/' The~P';Ogra({'is wri£t~n fci>a maiimum of 50 nominal entries in the 
. .... . .:~-- --- . ..- '" . 
V"[t\B tablj!. Ifj:he VT~ array must e.xceed this size, the·temporary 
... - - --.- . 
s:torage;array VOTAB :will ha~e ttl be're-dimensioned in OAUX and TRAJ. 
2. If HOP£/VEN1'is use~ thes-calecard for the MASCONS must be input 
-' as: " SCLMC'<= ERAO~I ,RADJAN,MI~TE* < 
3. The correction Y~nt,jnf6nnation is'input in the $MA$CON section using 
-.-- '=---=:-:., ~~~-:.~ -~.~ - -=-=--
~~:Z('-i:O; .~~~. t«: card, .i~~ ,~"::i = Xis x2, Xl, x4, xs' x6, x7, xa. xg* 
:. -.:-- ~ - :-. -- ~~. ~~-- - :-:--.. -...... ::-
-.=- .~?~~.~- rhe ·vari,able~-.1~ -fs~~~ '~~r of thtr correction vent; Xl, x2, Xl 
'<-~t~' ''.'''0:',' "~~iei '~S~~!J:~~l.Y~,'·~~~ :~~;.'C.Gordinate XYZ component's of the correction 
-~~-~~- -~:- :::~: ~~--.~:- .-=' .. " .' '-.-~'--- - '-- - - . ~--~--~:::..~ .-.- --- -:---
': '~~'-", '.," r:-,>"~,,,~~vent in lhf;~~4,-=-=~5 ~_~~,roei;~, x7 are the start and stop times 
• -. 'O_~~'cc of the cor~~c,tJ~~'~-.rt jn :i~te-rn~'l time', i.e., minutes past midnlght ' 
- - ~-
-
- --- ,'" --~ ',: - -
d~ of epoc!t;,. xS.; ~9\a~'e zer:oes., The fields. xa and Xg, may be o;nitted 
. ....... - '.::' '":::::.-::- '- ~ ~.:::.- -. 
if' ~sir.ed. ~ieldS'~ and Xs !!Just be input as zeroes. The correction 
- . '~vents shouldb~ listed~in numerical order beginning with i = 1 and 
proceeding tp ,t= N, ' where N is the maximu:n number of vents to be 
solved for I)r considered 
'4. To solve for or consider a correction vent, the user must specify 
c· __ < the-cvariables, MASi, MLTi, MlGi, on the SOLVE or CONSID cards. The 
variable, MASi, indicates the X component of the 1th correction vent, 
MLTi indicates the y component of the 1th vent, and MLGi indicates 
the z component of the ith vent. If more than one correction vent 
is being solved for or considered, the i-indices should be arranged 
in ascending numerical order on the SOLVE or CONSID cards. If correction 
vents are to be considered, the HOPE nominal ordering is used, with 
MASi, MLTi, MLGi representing the XYZ componerts of,the ith correction 
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The labels, $MASCON, Me, MAS MLT, and MLG, are temporary and are likely 
to be changed in HOPE version MOC 3.0. As mentioned, a working paper 
detailing the changes will be forthcoming. 
Since the current nG1Iinal venting subroutines are designed for use 
with only one vehicle, the correction vent logic has the same limitation. 
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6.0 CONCLUSI~1S AND RECrn~~ENDATIONS 
HOPE/VENT is a working modification to HOPE/14DC 2.0 which can solve or 
consider vent forces. The mathematical logic of HOPE/VENT has been ver.if1ed' 
and deter:nined to ~unction correctly. There exists only one "es~rvat1on 
. , concerning the validity of the program and that is the irtte'gration of . 
the vent force variational equations. It is the recommendation of this 
author that the cumbersome ~~oothing schemes in both the state and variational 
equations be replaced by an integrator which stops at discontinu1tie's-~ 
and restarts. Such an integrator already exists and has been partially 
tested by the author, but further verification would be necessary before 
it could bec~~e a part of a baseline HOPE version. 
Additional studies are planned, however, to fully test the performance 
of the HOPE/VENT pr:'0gram in its present configuration. The limitations 
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A description of the mathematical principles underlying solve/consider 
::::t: :t::::n:~ ~1l be used is ~fined. Let ~ =II: r~r~ent a 
vector of solve for parameters and let 1 =/~l be a vector of consider l zn 
par~1eters. The solve for parameters, X, m~ include the initial conditions 
-for the state variabl~. but should not be confused with the six vector.III • 
which usually depic>s the state variableso Observations will be denoted as 
+ + 
Yi = Fi (x, z) + ili' 
where the solve for parameters are indicated explicitly. In reality, 
however, the observations depend on the position and velocity of the vehicle 
at SQ~e time and the position and velocity may, themselves, be functions 
of the solve/consider variables. The tenn, iii' is a noise tenn. The 
observation vector will be denoted as 
• 
= F (x, z) + n , 
• Fn (x, z) 
where arrows used to denote vectors have been dropped for convenience and it 
is understood that cQ~ponents of a vector have indices. Continuing with 
this representation, an actual observation will be denoted as 






_ II & .rut a. &1 AI 
Let XQ, Zo denote initial guesses for the solve/consider parameters. 
Define E = E (xO - x) (xO - x)T) • 
J' 
It can easily be shown that if 1* is an actual observation and xo is an 
estimate for x, then the sequence of iterative values which minimizes 
thd weighted squares of residuals is 
where 
aft aFl 
• • • • 
aXl aXn 
aF A 
A· = --- (Xi, zO) = • • 1 
ax • • 
aFn aFn 
• • • • 
aXl aXn A (Xi' zo) 
(A.l) 
Let x* denote the solution to the mini~ization problem. Then x* satisfies 
the equation 
A.T w (y* - F (x*, ZO») + E-l (~O - x*) = O. (A.2) 
Suppose that Zo is perturbed slightly to the new value, Zo + Al. How 
will the optimal solution, x*, change? If ~ is sufficiently ~~all, it 
can be shown that 
(A.3) 
where 
flY* • y* - F (x*, Zo + 61) 
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-1 ~ = (,,*T W A*) 
aF 




Equation (A.2) was used to simplify equation (A.5) in the next to last 
equality. In terms of partial derivatives, Equation (A.5) can be rewritten 
as 
• ax* 
--- • - ~ A*T W B. • 
az 
(A.6) . 
Equation (A.6) is a sensitivity equation, telling which perturbation of 
a consider parameter would change the optimal solution the most. 
A more meaningful estimate of uncertainties in the solve for parameters 
due to uncertainties in the consider parameters is provided by the covariance 
matrix. 














, ., ~ • • • wI!. 
'. 
,. .... ,. 
xl+1 • xi + (t-1 + A1T W Ai)-l lAiT w (1* - F (xi, 10») 
• + t-1 (~ - ;1») . (A.7) 
Let x and z be the true values of the variables being estimated. Define 
,. 
£1+1 • xi+l - x • 
Now 
,. ,. 
61i • 1* - F (xi' zo) = n + F (x, z) - F (xi' zo) = 
n - Ai £i + 81 Al, where 6z = Z - Zo • 
'. _ Subtracting x from both sides of Equation CA.7) gives -











'i • (AiT W Ai + t-1)-1 • 
Then 
£i+l = 'i (-AiT W Ai £1 + AiT W Bi AI + AiT W n 
AI ,. 
+ t-1 (10 - Xi) + AiT W Ai £; + t-l £i (A.9) 
= .i (AiT W Bi AI + Air W n + t-l (~o - x») 
AssUlling that 
a) E (Al) • 0 , 
b) E (n) • 0 , 
c) E (~ - x) • 0, 
then 










--Forming the ~te:r product* of Equation (A.9),w-i"th itself and taking the 
'/ ", . .-,' , 
'-', expecta.t1'oll' of both sides gives.' 
.-~<:'~!. - /.. . 
'.' . 
. ~/.' . ,/.: .. ' 
;:/ 
:: E (&t+I'&iT+l}::-"'i lAiT W BiEAz BiT W Ai 
where 
,"', . 
. ~ AiT WAi + t-1+ AiT W Bi tAz,AXo t-1 
'+ ,tool.: tAXo,~,BiT WAi Y''''i ' 
,. .' .... 
. -.' ~ 
, . ,.., - -' 
tAx ,A .. T = tA .. Ax·= E Hi' - zo) (xo '- x) T) o'~ LU.,. 0 .. 
tAz ::: E (z - zo) (z - zO)T) 
Recognizing that 
'1 = {AiT W Ai + t-1)-1, 
~?.-
(A.10) 
we can rewrite Equation (A.I0) evaluated at the converged solution, x*, as 
Co ::: "'* + "'* (A*T W B* tAz B*T W A* + A*T W B* tAz,Axo t-1 
+ t-1tAxO,Az B*T W A.)"'*. 
Here we have made use of the definition, Co = E (&i+1 &;+1 T). 
We can al so obtain the cross covar; ance matrix, E (&;+1 (z .. zQ) Tl. 
If we multiply equation (A.9) by z - Zo and take the expectation of 
both sides, we obtain 
CRQ • E (&i+1 (z .. zO)T) • "'* (A*T W B* tAz + t-1 tAxo,Az) 
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Suppose we are solving for the state at time, to. Then Equations (A.ll) 
and (A.12) contain submatrices which conta'in the covariance of the state 
and the cross covariance of the state with all other solve/consider parameters. 
In ~rder to derive the equations for the propagation of the state covariance, 
we must depart from previous notation. Let x{t) = (Xl(t), X2(t), ••• ,x6(t») 
" denote the state and 1 et p = (Pl' ••• ' Pm) denote the set of all solve and 
consider parameters minus t~e state variables. Let the state propagation 
equation be written in simplified form as 
x(t) = f (x (to)' p, t) (A.13) 
A A 
If x (to), p are our best estimates of the true values, x(to). p, then 
and 
A A A 
x (t) = f (x (to)' p, t) , 
A A ax{t) A 
f (x (to)' p, t) = f (x{to), p, t) + ----- {x. (to) - x (to» 
ax(to) 
ax{t) ... 
+ ----- (p - p) • 
3p 
We can rewrite equation (A.lS) as 
A ax{t) A 3x{t) ... 
x(t) - x(t) = ------ (x(to) - x(to) + ----- (p - p) 
ax(to) ap 
... A 
Denote AAx(t~ = E (x(t) - x(t» (x(t) - x(t»T) , 
• ,. A T 
AAx,hp (t) • E (x(t) - x(t» (p - p) ), 
and ,. ,. 
A6x,Ap • E (p - p) (p - p)T) • 
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ax(t) ax(t)T ax{t) 
------ Ahx (to) ------ + ------ Ahx Ap (to) • 
ax(to) _ ax(to) ax(to) , 
-~x(t) i axet) hft) T. ax(t) ax(t) i 
------ + ----- A~x ~T (to) -_~_4_ + ---__ AAp,Ap ____ _ 
3p ap' ax(to) . ap . ap 
(A.20} 
The cross covariance ~ecomes 
:----
ax(t) ax(t) A~, Ap (t) = ------ A,u,"AJ> (to> + ----- -AAp,Ap 
.. .ax(to)· 3p . <'- _. - (A.21) 
:.--- -
" - '.- . 
-.: 
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The following listings of modified subroutines list only the general 
area of code affected and are not complete representations of the altered 
subroutines. For a complete listing of the modified code as well 
as the original code (unnodified HOPE/MDC 2.0), please contact the 
author. 
:Table .' Title 
-8-1 '. Partial Listing Subroutine ASSIGN •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. 8 .. 1.1 
8-2' Partial Listing Subroutine DAUX ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8-2.1 
8';'3 Partial Listing5ubroutine MASACC ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-3,1 
-
8-4 Partial Listing 'Subroutine MCNPRC ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-4~1 
8-5 Partial Listing Suhr'ootine TRAJ~~~· ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-5~ 1 
8-6 Partial Listing Subroutine TRIGER ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-6.1 
8-7 Partial Listing Subroutine 1RAJRD ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-7.1 
8-8 Partial Listing Subroutine TRJSUP ••••••••••••••••••••••••• B-8.1 
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~C"65 
"!tl,fl 6 ,. 
~~""7 ...... ,,, 
!-~q71 
.. ",.,., 
"';Oj73 ~~"7" '~~t!7S 
~t'''76 
~:4j 76 
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;'~i;c;-; 
;';'5~6 e~s.~ 
.... ; .. 1 
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I"V" .. ~< ........ ,.... ••• "" •• - ";,1t' •. ",~ • 
••• " a. , 
. '.'- . . -" .. ~-... --v' 
.... .. - ....................... -- __ ._ ••• e. 
---_.,. --. ....... ~ ... ,,~.\ ' . ..,. _ ... --'''':- ....... _. _ ... _. __ .u"' __ ""~ •• ", ___ ..... 
",.' ,,1 
Table 8-1 Partial Listing Subroutine ASSIGN, 
• • - •••• ,.. • "',' • I" \:.:" \';~~.';, 
If,' 
, ~. " '~I I 
'I 
... - .-.' ... , 
,.,. K'II' • M.LG~ •• I 
. '9,. .-.-•.... _-.. K.I3" • MALtON'I 
'.Ae KII .... "ATWAI • 
699. KCI7' • "STaRI 'O~ •.. ___ ~KCIR' .'4GBSI • I 7~J. . KC'9'. "LANni ]Ol. KC2r" • HG~q' • I 7~~. ~C2" • MGn~1 
. 7~q. KfZ" • MORnl • I 70~. KI13 • • Mn~AI 70~. KIZ~J • "STaHl. I 
707. KI25' • MGA~I 70~. . K,l6' • "n"~' • I ?O,.r-·· -. -_ .• K el7' • ~IOfl S I 
"~. KI2~J • "O~[PT • I 
",. K129' • "D(lPT 71~.. K'3~' • HMPAye • 
71,. ------ KI3l'. HATVJAI 
71... Kelll' • K'UJ • NSOLVr. C atSOLVE. I' • I' 71S. KC3,1 • HMPAye 
7 I ". _ . __ . ____ ._ K flll • .. A V £ C I • I 
71h C 
'I·. e.'.L RANLA5 I KORUM, • NDR'r'~r4ft' , 
71,. WRITE' KDRUM2, C tPOINT I' . I • , , LpOtNT 
710_, C k' ,. I - I • Lie 72 1. . CAtl AS~CKH C'2 • 2ft • )1t. ~_~ DO q~o r • ,7 • 6!,' 
723- "S~ IPOINT'" • ~ 
• 7h •.. _._ .. , on "'0 I .a J • LIC 
12,. q6~ KII' • 0 . 
:1 
"I 
............. -_ ...... 
.. . 
., 




c .S~IGN FIT-APp(~-IT'UM VAR,ABLE STORAGE 














739. 7 .. ,... 
~ATAII • "APPLY .• NSOLVE • MveIJ,I' • NYCCI,I, NCN~T~ • N~N~T~ • Nvet!,I' • NVC(2.2' 




7"~. , .. ,.. 
71f,. 
7.". , ... . 





MLARLS • MnQ • Z • NSnLVF. 
HSC_L5 • MlARlS • 1 • , M~~lV£ • NCMSTS , "RNn~ • HsrAlq • Z • f N50LVt + NeNSTs , 
"LPA3 • "~»~5 • 2.NSDLVE 
H,GHl. HLPA,. I'. HLPfl' 
"LrR~ • "l~p1 • S~.NrGCI' 
HJ~Rq. "LP~q. 16. HLP,!. 
"C~rJJ.M.GRq+S~.HIG'Z' 
. He"t:" C 1 • He": ~yf..13 .... -.. ':~!r 
.TEMP • NJ~ftO(I, • NC~r"DII' 
. " .. --.. ... I,. trf;HP • ,i"'. ~, HCIIIEe:; • "CWEC) • NJCWD C., +. , ........ _ 
MJEl • NCWFC3 • NCSCWD'lt I 
ITrMP. HAXOfNJC,'.1 , 
IF' I ,HJII, • NCSfl' .ECh 0 , IT!MP. 0 "C~f:1 • "dr1 • 'TEMpeZ 
HCpMJ3.HCSF3+NCSCI'.Z 
'tew"C] • H(,IV"'J3 
. ......... '. 
/ITfHP • ~Jc~nC7J • ~CSewDf" .-~// IF'I.TEMP e~E. a M(W He3 -HeWHe) • NJCWO'" ~. 3 / MJH3 • Me.MC3 • NC~eWD(2t 
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71ll. 7"" .. 78.,. 
79n. 
7 9 1' 79,. 
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Partial lhtlng SUbroutlne":SI~"~c:n~:~"'"'~~~;:'~='~~::::"~: ~; :T"'l -'~.,;;~ 
Table B-1 -
,'E"p. "AX~rNJc,-I.' , 
.-._- .-- I' C NJU, • NCsC2' .Eq. D , ITEMP • 0"-
"(5M3 • "JM~ • ,TF.Hpe, H"CnNl'H(SH~."~,I,'a, 
MMCC.) • M~(n"3 • 2 • NPA~~ • NH(ON 
. M£HnFA • K~i·rHr~E3 • I.NCSI.', HC.H3 • 2'"(5C", 
" H~C(W~.Mt~R~-. 5~-NI~C'" • 1 
. I' '"ENDFA-lV5TR' S~O.500.~8~ 
~ft~ IFAT~L • IFATAL • I 
._, . CalL F'LIPII.IHp' 
WHITE Ir.OUT.'~~~' ILINKe3" MF.ND'A. LY5TR 
~ 
c 
GO Tn SlffJ • 
tOHPUTr. READ INDICtS 'nR ,IT-APPLy-IT!uM 
• ~~~ KI It • HULnq 
Kf 71 • "'I,P'" -1(1' • H5,.. ... D 
ICI ." • HTPI - i 1<1 S, • Ht.StA] 
KC 61 • HI(;R) 
I( I 7 I • '" j t. 1\ ] 
Kl &1 • "LPn" 
2 
.. I 
IC r 91 • 111.PACf 
KC'~I • "1~~Cf _, 
KIlII • "11;"11 KII?) • MJGR't • 5~-MtGr2t • I 
KCI3' • "C1.F,'J3 
K"Cf' • H(SF3 • '-NeSCI' • 
K r 15' • Hc"",J3 
KClI.' • 11(5M3 
"CI7' • M:--Irtl~ll 
K I I It' • /1'1':(\') 
KC,9) • "AppLY 
• 2-NCSC2' .. J 
I 
K(7!7' • "'''TA'' -
K(21' • I1APplQ 
K121' • "'C",AI.3 -
.... - K C 23 I • H,H.r."'] 
K C ''I: • H t: tl 1\ L If - I 
K I 2~' • f1At.r,NCI 
K11~1 • HATwAt .. 1 
_. -- .. - - K , , 7' • "l u,l) I 
c 
c , 
K'2~) • "GAR! • I 
K119' • "C,RRI 
KI301 • HO~n' - I 
KC3.1) • "ORRI 
KI3?' • "'STARt. 
KIl31 • "TR, 
K(3Cf' • "API.lIQ -
CALL RANLA, f KnRUM, • NORUHC~9' , 
WRITE C !CORUM!' C IP~'NTCI' • t • 
t . 1 ICC , • I • 
. CAll ASC;CK" ( 3 .t ~fl , 
'~A 00 ~5~ I .. I • L~OINT 
55' IPOI~TII' • ~ 
no 560 1 • I , LIC 
. 1i6~ K I I' • O· 
I • LPO I NT , • 
I .. ' Lie .. ' 
- -- ..... -_ .. _ ... ---_._ ... --...... ~ ----- .... -.- .. - .... .....-- .......... _ .. ' .. ---..-----.-.... ---..... . 
(;0 TO 71.'0 
&5~IC;N VARfADLr STn~AGE 'oR DUM~y nATA 
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",Ccv ... "lacv ... 
. "ENDCR • M5CC,,1f • 
I' tMF.NnCA-LvST~' 





CALL FLIPel I~Lp' . 
..... ---..... :I1HITt: (I(OUT:2'!t':)' ILINlteU. MENDCR, LV'T" 
GQ TO fIJI 
.'6 IC( I' • HAPlYI ~( 2' • MAT~Aq _ I 
ICC 31 • MATII/A" KC .. , • MAlGN1 - I 
IC f Ii' • MALr.tJ7 KC AI • MALGNA _ I 
.. - ... - ... 1(' 7 1 • MAL r. PU' 
KC 81 • "LRCV" 
1«( 91 • MLnrVII 
K(ICI • MENneR - I 
CALL RANLASClCnl'IIM2ItlDRU",eS9" 
WRITE CKDRUH7' IIPOINTCI'.I.',LPOINT" 
• C KCI'.I ••• LK. 
CAL, ASSCK"IA,.~, .~,·DO ~"2 , • t • lPQIHT 
982 IPOINT(lI • I'J 
00 gell I-'.LK 
98" K(', • 0 
~ A~~I~N VEHICLE ONE TRAJECTI'JRY VAR~ABLE STORAGE 
986'N'~A~2 • 2 _ N'MAXC., 






"01'1 • "YTRG • 10 - NYT~G 
"YI • MfllFI • U • NYMAXCU 
M'I"I • MYI • Ny.,A.Z MyPPI • "ypi • NYMAXZ 
HTT~GI • HypPI • NYMAXZ 
"AU •• • "TTRGI • II e NTTRc;fI' 
"CNAL' • M~uXI • 2 e NAUXI 
~~LGN' • "CNALI • '1 • NALI 
"C~I_PI • MA, GNI • Z~ • NAll 
"LNYI • "CHLP, • A e HlP(I, 
"CNI~' • "LHYI • NLPCI' 
"INYI • HC~'GI • 11 • NIGfl' 
HLPAI • HIHYI • NIGel' 
",GAI. "LPAI • 16. HLPC.' 
- - C- . -' "C w r. J I • "r ~,.. • S,. N I G , I , 
M(I'Ir:e •• HC'IIEJ' 
Il£MP • NJe~n(I' + NCSC~DCI' . 
__ .... ___ IF' "TEMP .NF'. :U MeWEel • HeWEe'. NJeWDIU ~ 
MJrl • H(WEel • NCSCWDfl' !TEMP. MA X., (NJ C I , " , 
IF C NJII' • NCSC" .EQ. 0 r ITE"~ • 0 
He$fl • "J~I • ITEMpeZ 
HC.MJI·~CSCI·Z·NCS'IJ 
0' 
3 ....... _._ . 
.NP:W 
.. -, HCW!'!" • MClltMJI 
IlEHP • NJCW"CZ1 • NCSr WnC '!,. ....... , • N.,,.,,/n,,, • 3 
.. , • _~ •• * .: __ :,"::":;:',.!:";'.' ''''''''' .'.': _. .. ,. ' .... , II. _ ._'. 
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Table B-1 - Partial Listinu Subroutine.ASSIGN (Continued) 
."-r 
~1~S2 II",. "C-MCI • "C_MJI ~1"Sl IlC,.--_·- ITEMP • NJCWI)U, • NeSt.'"'' . ~I~S~ 110.. " fITEM' .Nt. ~J MeWMet • Me_Mr •• NJCWDc2, • , ~J"S6 .IDS. MJ"I. MC~MCI • NcSCwoCz, 
'~ .... , 
. \. .,... ~.-. 
\ 01.57 I.~~. ITt~P. "AXftr~Jf"tl , ~1"6n .'~7. -IF f NJfZ, + Ne~C2' .£~. 0 , ITE"' • 0 ~-).- .... _ .. - .... _ .... 
" . 
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_,_ .;~_, ' __ • ___ ._. _________ ..•.••• _~. __ :,.: • ! {' I ',i/',',' •• _ , ;,.: I, .'~,'! I, 





11 I (',\I I ,J~', " 'f, 
," 
,I".. . _, ~ C.' 0 . __ . _ ..•. _. __ . "Ht ll'" THE :'I)·,lJJ(~j\~-HT"" u,,:;~,~,]jaj T~E. AD'I)~~~;5"S 0.," h '''f / 
12.,. ,co. ANI) y,.p r N IVS,l'ft' A'"'F. 'r:n-k t, .,MII),' 'H' "PO'Of,fr,It.S' yO" 'fit, 
Ut. 'CD I PI)TF.!lITt.:l, ... )t,~,. RAT'"'' - ""',,'9G'ONS.~'lrO ,,~ .. ""!1 1t'1,': Uf!'" .;' >" '.:> 
12... co ON EVERV' S'tt8i5'F.:,Q~JtNT ~ALL t:':"H.~ CMAPiGE, if Hi t:NT""\ ' " , 
12'. _. __ ._ CD .. _ POINT I),.w:x ,J')J'OL,t.;tn,.' ,rtf! RCE.t.r_.,.,"'rON5 ON 'T",~ S"ACLCIt~,." '.) ~----,," 
12,.. CD nu T A~£ M1'In'f't;£D AR~ ~ , , ,,', '. " 
I ~r,o, CD CI, PE~TlI'nA T ~Ir. .. ·~.~ 'II £'s'OTHER ......... CFNTRAL ;"OU" C SUI .. IDDft 
lZ 10. ' en U' I ~~ ""'" ~ N ':i'/ e ~"f-ttq:f i;'t; ,ut" ' ' , ,0 ' 
127. en ,C." Ll'lp,!JfI,Bf:'S''\i~~ 'lO'PfH~i') .ii', "i\; . 
1,2". CI\ 'If. AT 1'1 os P\:fr:R\ ~tqtSTA'hI'C' 'SfJR'" DIUG'. ." ,,', 
nq-CD f 5, Pc:.T;"T ,;. .. ,~7['Fn:'CT nF ,,,,NTRAL "OOY CCOft,UTED IN D_".x. 
un. CD (6, porn";,I_L r.t'F'gf'T! t)'tit:Ta A HON~HOMO"EN[UUS. '" I~hct CD _,_ .. ___NO/l'"SPHF.RICM. 'llf~ITItAL B'O"Y ISUi'tR GPU.f) \ I, 
I'):?. cn A",.ORF. 51JIiP~UTI~iF. ~'P'Il'T 'IS C'~LLE'!'I. DAUX R.OTAT!S 'HE ';tEA"-Q"-
t ". en US" s .. At~: (" itA,. T/. POS IT II) N 'T.('I 1'01'1 V f' P' En ~ IF 'H! E A" '" 15 l:Jq. CD Tlf!=:' ef~iTR".~ AO"V. n!£ "nov FUED COORDf't.J(T[,S' A1U~. O'''''INEO 
I')IJ. CO ______ ,:... US f NG THE T:TOf1T H ATM IX T9 r,f,: T "RO~' ME AN"OF-!;'! fuTRUt. Of, .. , .. , 
Ufo. CO Hl"~JJ(i~T nAY OF ErOCH., VCkHLE"I., nCrN tHE G,,[t.NWIC" HOU"',I ", 
11Ye, cn A~GLE CCALPHGI, ,H, ROfAT~ON ~.T£ of THrtAHTH ICW£,. AND, 
• t3q. CO THF:' TfI4~ nl f'ifNIITF.S 'PAST ""ON.IGH:T I)'A'V OF E. PUCH 'TPMI'ARE : 
0.,. _ en , _____ .. __ . usrl) Tn COtlVERT TO "I)QV FflCEO.' .r.;'THF.: MOON IS 'HF. CfNTRAL 
I~n. CO RO"V. TH[ SP.~ECRA'T POSITION IS:~OTATEO 'ROM MLAN-Ot-.'SO 
I",. CO Tt} t;F.LF'NOIHfIlPli;C.' " ' ;" .' . - .... . .~ 
11&7. Cn A!)nF:O yO THEPIiIolAT I~I nAUIC ARE TM'- VA.lltIATlONS nUE TO '':C~,' .' ;:\, 
... ,. CD CENT~AL KOny. J7 o~ THr E"Rt~. ANQ TH£ COAOZM T~RH. / , 
...... CD " . . " 
/1'15. CD •• / •••••••••••••••••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • ,. lit • • • • I..... /'.,URRnUTTNf: I)AUXA'V ... j».5IJNAHy.rs'l~YPp.VH8.RTA8.ETA".WT4B' .1 \ 
/t"7. .." w '/ lrifPI.ICIT DoURLf!. PRf:qClfON (A-H,O-%). INTEG!" U .. N. . 
"he C ••• "F'GIN 'STANI)A~n CO ... MON FOR ~lIn:f("',!IN£ OAUX ,'. 10'0'1"2 ,/" 
."9. DOU"L~ p~rc,5'nN ~_SE ~Bf'Y ,tALPHG.COADfH,CETUT .eG"" .C"~ I 
IS"'. D("'"I.E PRF.CfSJ'''t eWE ,DAY , 
I'i. DIMr.f'SION nF'!' i U .cnAD2'u 2J .(GMR ' C. II' ISl. OIH~~SlnY I~PT ( 1&, 2~' <', 
IS~. I)"URIoE PitlCISIOM'PADH ,PVHAT 
" ' 
ISII. I~T'~ER ' P£R300,RF'LWRO 
IS~. ~r~~N5r"N N([NfPC 2t,NC' 
IS~. ".PE~~nnl II. 
zt .NJ c ""AO" ,. ,~--"",,­. , 
IS,. OI~EUS'~~ Pv~AT C 3. 6' U~e c OO~i~Lr. P~~C,C;IUN ~PANr.E.TAt.DCK.T8"[RT.TlURN .TDIUG -"PO! ,'!O" ,":) 
15' ..... _. ____ . __ 01" I.E r I:CISION TOMT 
16~. INTEGER STOCWO.VECJ "E' 
61. 0IHFN5t~N T~lOCKC q'.T8~EAT' ~t.TIURN I 
67. n.TPOT ( 11.VECJ C 2. 
6]. . _____ .. ___ ... n • TI.L TH (3' , 
~q. DQURLE PRECISION RNPC3 3 • 
65. n~Y~I.£ P~!l'~'O~ TCCF'F,!. 
#.b. OOl/flLE PICE::t!lrO'1 IC3,IO,.TIHEZC6 • 
67._ .... _ ,._, DIM!~'510" YTrHCf6' 
6~. DO~~LE F~~~'SIO .. TA~~UT( " 12t b,. DOU~LE PN£CI~fnN ~OECrC3.3J 7~. OI"rNSION TTOM f 3. ".TTOMT I 3. 7,. , __ . ___ .. DOUALE PHEct5lnN CONST, CON'I~. 5eR(0'" !IU' 
7~. COMMnN/VE~X/VnTAA(5.~~. 
71. C~MMO'" ICON~T (250'. KONST ('10'_ CON,.,. 1400. t7~. c. Ko~rlX C SO,I, LENGTH' 100" ,'OINT f." 175. __ ... _. __ (. . KPO r NT ( 6~., SCRCOM L 100" !BUr. ClOOD' , 
176. nOURLE PRECI510N TNAJD • 
\ 
/' 
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Table B-2 - Partial listing Subroutine DAUX (Continued) 




























1~7. 2"". 269. 
27". 







279. la ... 
lAt. 
28~. 
2f,). 2·J .. _ . 
28~_ 
11),.. 




2" __ • 
'9·,. 
I I fYES I ~O~ST C 19.J t 
C ••• ENO STANDARD rnHM~N FOR ~~~R~UTINE DAU. 
OOURLE PRECISION SUNARy 10/0"'71 
.---- .. -- .. Dr"'F.:N~IC)N C;UNARyct2.fSl) ... -
OO~AtE PHEC,~IO" MASHATC3t'" ROHATC",,; ROTHA'.'." 
DOUeLE PH[CI~JO~ yf". YPC II yPPCI1 
DO~ALE PHfC'~ION THAD 
DOUALE rHFC,C;ION TOLD 
DOU~L£ PH[C'~ION UVWMlTf~ 61~TLlUVWf3' . 'DOU~LE PREC,SrON WTA"13.lrrVTA~(5.1'.8TAICI2IJJ.ETAIC •• J' 
DOU~LE p~EC,5J~N CENVE~C) .
DI~~NC;I~N T~AOC~, 
DI~~~5'~N ~ll'.~YC3' 
0011111 F.: PReCISION r.rt1ATf3.,h 
INTF.:r.F~ DPTI2' 
EQUrVAL[NCr C5RANG~.TR, 




-._ .. -.- IrcN·ITAI\eEQ.~1 GO To 556 0 •• 
00 ~ss JJ.,.NVTA8 
DO 5SS Ila, S VOT.~(rl.JJr.VTA9crl.JJJ ,,~~ COt-lTfNUE 
Si6 CONT "'UE 
NeOl • (NY_), I 3 
UL T • I 
IPH''''T c " 10PIn • (1 
II. IKVEH-I' e 19 + Z 
J I a ~ 
IF fFLn~II.~.'T~rWO' .NE-~' JI. I . KFIJST • l_JI • 27 
II a IAnSCIKVEH.I'.2, 
JI • a 
IPADM • FLD(tl.2.RFlwRn' 
IF fIPA~H .~F.~' JI. I 
IP~T( a KFU~T .0 l-JI 
IPOT" • lrOTF. + 3 e vr.rJ'IJ 
-.--... -.. I AOOY • I f'OT" • 3 • VECJf 21 
NrUST • I~~~Y • 3 • fNH~~OL • N"~C~N' 
IEP~T~ • NF'1I5T • 3.CNsnlKP + NCNDKP"o 
If TOT • N50LEP • HCN5EP 




I~A~CN • IEP~TR + lelEToT ICr.-, 
ftRITEI6,SI) IM.~CN 
fOU~ATfIOH ,MASCN • I)' 
WRITE'6,~1' HHCON 
FONHATf9" NHCON • 13' 
r,RITEu,!i~, flY 
FOR~.TC 6" ~Y • 13' 
KI • #> • IKvf.H - " + , . .. . 
LnPIGS • 3 • f'APT(-1K1' • ,A~TC~.13' • II • I 
TOLD· TAlOCKCl1 • luOO.DO 
TINIT • TRL~CKlt1 . 
CALL rLIPCNVTAa.3.IFLP1 
W~ITf:(I(OUT ,,.,.,, Ie VTAB' I ,.1' '-1,5' J-l NvTU, " 
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Table B-2 - Partial Listin~ Subroutine DAUX (Continued) 
"ASMATI"J, • ~.oo 
'--I PVMATC .~I • PVHATCI,JI 
,."S 15« • ISW • I 21'!.''' CONTINur 
• ROMAT" ,J' 
C 





IF CNCENTRCKVEH •• Ne. 1,1 GO To '75 
DO 273 '-1" 
173 Tr.~P(I' - TPOTC" 
60 TO 2"" 
175 E,HiTCI,2, _ ~F~ATC,.I) 
EFHATC2 ••• _ -EFMATC?", 
.Clll MMPYCl.~.I, EF~AT.3.TpOT"tTEMP.1 
1AS C~LL HHP~Cl.3.I.TTO".3,TF~P.I,TPOT,I' 
'F C~~po' .rQ. ~ 'nR. I'LAG .LT. 01 G~ TO 2'0 
00 '86 IDIJN~POT . CALL MHPY ~.3,1.r.'MAT.3,VpP(NJCs,,'.TEMP'IJ 
CALL MMPYC3.3",TTOH.3.TEHP,I,YPPCNJCS',II 
'A6 NJC~ - ~JCS .3 GO Tt) 2'i') 
'AI CALL ROTATI-n~Tr'ROT'L"TI"r.TEMP.TPOT.(CTUTI 





DO 2A9 ,-. ~GPOT -
CALL ROTATI-oPTtIROTFLI,TIMr.. YPPCNJCSI. YPPCNJC5'.CETUT~. 
NJCS • NJCS • 3 
CONT I ~HlE CONTI NuE 
CONTINIIE 
CALCULATE ACCFLFRATIONS DUE TO LOW LEVEL THNUSTING 







I,IKVEH.EQ.,' Go TO 19, 
THe TEST F'OR EQUAL,TY RETWF.F.N NnN_INTr.r,ERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGrUL' 





























RrcOH'IITE ATTITUOE CO"lPUTATION! rOR IH OR B8Q MODES .- .... _--... __ . -
ONI.' I, TIMI': HAC; CHArlCiF:D. ALwAVS RECOMPUTE: FOR ~I DR LVLH 
LOo'" lip VElqCLE HAS5 AND CO~IFIGURATION 
~.l CALL VHASSIWTAB, 
"1 CONTINuE .. _ .. , ••• 3 
c 
c 
.- c' - . -" COMPUTE DOny ATTITunE TO £CI.I~ MATRIX REQUIRED ...... ' 





COMPUTE LOW LEVEL THRUST ACe. I' THRUST REQUIREU 
IFCIVENT.£q.~, ~o Tn 291 
CALL SHVENT,VTAA' 




'0 TO 299 ... -......... - ..... "-" -· ..... N!. 
. --- .. - . r, (NMCON. GT.l'. A NO. KVEH. EQ.I , 
·NE. 
.,.fW 
.NEW CALt: MUACeCypp. IMASCNhMAS"ATt'··· ... - ....• NE. 
--- - .. - - -. -- - - . - --_.... - .. _. . 
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Table B-2 Partial Listing Subroutine.DAUX (Continued) 
.. 6e. GO TO 7.'7 
- 'I'ie 1I,.,e 
116 Ae 
,9' Z98 . WR I T£ 16 .298' FORMATeS6H CORRrcTloN , , VENTS REqUESTED AND NO ATT.TUD' MA!Rrx 'N'U, 
'f6". 297 
"'7". C CONTINU~ 
'17,. C CE~TRAL BOny • FARTH7 DRAG REQUESTED? 1f7.,. C 


















19. I' eCOAD2"r~VEH' .[0, ~,DO .nR. NC.!NTHI~VEH' .NE. 3" GO '0 350 
c . 
CALL DRACH y, Yp. SUt.lARY. IS! , - -
C SUM UP ALL PERTURBATIONS 
C 3S':!' CONTI NU~ 
KBUlfNI • KI3I1~N •• 
. GO TO (390.36".37:' • ICBtJRNI 
C 




36~ r'C"L.r.·r~.~' GO TO 3'0 CALL LOPKRNCYPPrLOP'GS', 
GO TI) 3"0 
GET IGS ~URN IN,ORMAT,nN 
37' CONT I NIJ£ 
't'l. 
• D I .. r. ~I('S, Ie. 
CALL IG~8RN,YPPfLOP'GSI' 
,.~ C(I~IT'NUF.' _ ........ __ 
TH, TE~T FOR FQUAL,TY 8ETWFF.N N~N-,NTEGERS MAY NOT IE MIANlNI'ULe 




























IF IPADM(~VFHI .EQ. 0'00 -ANn. rl'ADH+NSOLKP.NCNDKP' .r • 0' 
• t:0 Tn 3~1 
CAll SOlRAD , ICENTR, K'UST,NrUST.Y.TRAn,~" I 39, CONTINUF.' 
DO "':'0 r·,. 3 • 
TCC,F'II • ,-y("/TR3J.rMU-CGMRIICENTR' 




I'CII)FLAGeE~.11 GO TO "SO 
GO TO "71) 
liS" (ONT( NUE 
00 "SI I • 1,3 
CEHVtH(11 • TA8~UT('II~' - Y(I' 
C 
C I~ ATTfTUor "noE IS ~I. TlLTH flOW LEVEL THRUST' 'S 
e RI)TATEO ,f,TO A IIV. FRAMF. RASE" lIPO~ SUM POSITION It, 
C VF.t,IClF' A tn' V,f.lICLF' VELOCITY "ECTOR Atfn PR,NT£D AS 
C TLlUV-, IF "~nF. r~ NOT 51. TLLUVW IS 5TAHDARD 
C !IV" ('OOADtNATEo; '0" TLLTH 
. ~Sl Ire ~DE.NE.~ , r[HVEHe" ~ YCI' 
CALI UVfJ( C,"IIveH • YP , 'JVWHAT , 
CALL "MPY(3,l,I,UVWMAT.6,TLLTH.I,TLLUVW,.1 
. WRITE l.,nUT.I"':'~' .' .~a~ FOR"~T (7)H~CIC"6DE PRINT FRO~ DAUX' . 
WRITE (KOUT.Y98J T8LOCKCII,TnLDCK'~"TOLOSv,ICAL~.MDr,I,ATT.IYIN' 
• '98 ~OR"ATfI3H TBLOCKet, • ~2&.t8~llH TSLOCk •• , ~ DZ •• I.,lr" TO 
,026.tR/9H HALL • 12.7H "'Df: • 12,.H 10ATT • II •• " IV!NT • I 
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,~ ___ .-. __ ,. __ ""_-..., .... .....-.-.-"r ••• " ... ~ __ ~. __ _ .. ~ .,y<>.J-o .... " •• ..,_-~ <.I._ ..... ~, ... ___ .,~_ • __ ~ 
"f!6.' t'~6"1 
r~,,,, 






































.... 761 ~~7"1 
C-:-761 
~':'7&1 
.... 'AI. ~~173 








































56 .. . 












57". f" n .. _ 
Ta~!e .B-2. - P~r~i.1 L1sti"g . Subroutine CAUX (Continued). 
, •• 'OI"'TI13H TBLoCKel, • ~26.1.,'3H TBLOCKI., • D26.1".IM TOLD" • 





• 1-, 3' . • 9.7 'ORMATC'X~~TPOT'2X6Ht8prRTZpXSHTORAG2IX5HT8URN2IXSHTLLTN 1 
• c5076,18' t WRITFCK~UT.!~~I' I TRAnll,.TCCFv'I.,TLLUVWCI",·,,3 • i~o. rOR~_T(IX"THAO'.2IX.·TCCFr·.21.x.·TLLUV.· I (302'.'8' , 
· EFNATII.2, • -£~MATII," 
EF~AT(2,1' _ -EFHATI2,., 
(ALL HHPY C ',3.3.EF~AT.3.TTO"T.3,RNP.3 
EFMATII.2, _ -EFMATI1.7' 
E,H_TI2 •• , _ -(rNATIZ.l' 
.RITECK~~T '~"3' II RNPCI J'.J.I:3'.I·~'3' 
IADl FORMATC'X.: RNP tN STANDA.~ 'OR" I 130Z •• ,I' 
. Wp.IT(CKnUT.'~~S' ANr.LE 
1ft!'!; fOR~"T If X7HANGU! - .1\26 •• 8/'. . .... 
., •• FC'RflATf 7H yYPypp/C3n)o.lati 
lJO • RASE • T~LOCKCI"DAY 
CALl .IIJLCAI.CTftlF:l,ICJI" 
00 1181 1-.," 
1181 ITI~Fcr' - T1HE7 CI' • ,r.OIDO 
SfC • TfI1[7C"" 
DO • J 8 a J-.,:' 
ZfJ." • 3.603.TRPEQTfJ' 
7CJ.~' - 3.~O'·T8UR~CJ' 
l(J.'" • 3.~O)·TCCFFCJ' 
ZCJ.~' • 3.~n3.TO~A~CJ' 
lCJ.6' - 3.~03.TlLTHCJ' 
I(J.1' - 3.~n3.TPOTCJ' 
ZCJ,~, • 3.~n'-TPAOIJ' 
lCJ,9' • 6.n' .yPCJ, 
_ ICJ.:~t. ,.6D3.YPP'J' 
II .. e c("a,NUE' 
lCI,.' - TI"~lCA' 
If:'," • TAl n(KCIf' 1I •• ClI 
l13,I' • Ahr.I.!=: .~7.19S77"si3'823'l!.n" a~%1[CKOUT,.'9" CJTIH£CJ,.~·1.5J.S£C 
WRIT[CKOUT,,"~' l 
II" FOHMATC'~aa"anC~fCK~~O[ fROM DAUX AT GMT ••• selx •• ' ••••• "., 
1.·nca~a~D~~"~"ana •• /' . 
,1'2 rn~~ATC' ~£C - ·.fb.3 •• M.·~TFr CHR 1 • ·,G25,11.9,,·IHA 'Dr.G' • 'e 
ft'2~.181 . 
•••• 
n' T8~£Rf Irq/HR •• ?' •• ,~~~7.'B/· TRURN (~R/HR··Z'· '.'~Z7.,., 
.' TcCr, (EI1/"II~ •• 7'. ',3G17.h'" fORAG. (,-"/HR·-" • '.3G27.11I1 _._ ... _ ...... -
"t TtLfH 1£It/HR •• U. '.3G27.ilJ/' TPOT IER/MII •• "· '.)G27,'" 
.~ 
.t TR'D fER/H~ •• ~' _ ',3G27.18/' YP CER/HR' • '.3G7.7"" 
.' YPP CEp/HP •• Z'. ·,~G27.1r,1 . WRrT~CK~UT."qq, CIARECt CL,N •• M.l 1 ".L-l.3' 'I'~ FOAMATC'O ~~ECI MATRIX 1M STANDARu FORf1'IIC~X,3G3n ••• , , .R1TECK~UT,,'93, I TAR~UTC~ft01 , TABOUTCI,II' • 1-.,3 • 
.,., FOH~AT(IX"SUN'.'2X.'MOON' I C2~26.,8' , . 
, 
• 




~e "~2! .:D~ 
to'" c: ':P-~~ 
·~G 




















.--,-. #5' 44> ),¢' F P. ] 
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sa,.. 15"". s!!". 












6rJr;. 6., ... 
1,1;7. 
c 
.. C· -....... -•....... 
C C anD TO THE PV"~T THV va~!ATrON. DUE TO THE CENTRAL 10DY, JI U, T"I 
C FARTH, AND THE cnADiM TERM ' C . 
C GET CENTRAl eODV TERM 
C ~7ft " • IA~SIKv£~-,' • 18 
. IF (~lD(II.2.STOCWO' .,Q. 0 .OR. I~LAG .LT. O. GO TO 7S. 
TRS.TR3·'RZ . 
C 
A.· 3.00 • eMu. CGMRflf.£NTR' I TRS 
00 6':'l '-'.3 6ft., 8 ( f).'" I h. 
- CALL OUTER'8.lrv ••• PVMlT' 
l • eMU • rr.MR tCENTR' I YIt, 
00 6';'] '·.t1 
~5~ PVMAT(I.I).rV~AT(I.I'-A 
66~ IF C~CENTR(KVEH' .N,. 3' GO TO ,70 TEST ,.I)R, JZ 
IF « IFlA .f~. e , GI) TO &7~ 
CALL HHflY ( 3,3,'.E'Io4AT.:).M~SMAT.3.ItO'''AT,3 , .. 
CAll ~TRN , '.3.EFHAT.,.HA5~ATt3 ! . 
CALL "M~Y , ~.3,3.RnTM~r.1.MASM.T~3,RnHA'.3 
CALL HMPY ( '.3.3.TTOM.3.R0lo4AT".ROTHAT,3 J 
CALL MHPT t 3.3.3,ROTHaT.3.TTOMT.3.ROHAT" , 
1)0 61,11 • 1.3 
DO 661 .J - "' 
TERM 
6rA.. C 
·OI .. r.N,,~T1C· 
661 PVMATCI,J' • PV"4AT(I~~1 + RnM_Trl.J' 
T£5T F''''' ·CD..4I;)!M 'T£RM 
THF Tf5T FOR F'~UAl'TY~ET~ErN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT .r H~ANINGrUL. 
• 6~~. 67~ IF (CD.~lH'KVrH' .E~. ~.DO) GO TO 750 . 
II. 'KVO;-I' - 18.2 • 6 I'" ~ Ii. 



















. IF 'FlDIII.Z,STDC~O' .£0. 0, GO TO 750 
I,LAG • 'Fl."G 
-DO'7,)" 1-1,3 




IFCI~~lAG.~~.I' GO TO 76~ . 
WRiT~rKouT,,9q) (yrlJ.yp'J"ypPC1.~r·I'NY' 
IP~I~T • lP~rNT • 1 ' 




- ~NO nF COMPfL-irnN: 
'o-·x ~vMAOlIC 
olUx C~DE R£lnCATA8LE 
S D,AGNOSTICS. 
, --... 02 SEP ,.' 1t96 091 II "n 






------- -~---.-----~.-.. -~--...... -.-.-... -.-..... - -_·····_ .. 1 .. ·••••• .. •••·••• ...... -·, .- .,... .' ....... , ...... -
... 
'I' III 
e r~q • H'~lCC ~A5AC( II." ·.11' .'"'' .. n~ "RUJ \f r-vf!r " IF'Vj:", :teo A -, ~lIF'rA I :-Vf/'I ~L?\,,~"IOA' . ,0' Drr '" ·~1"''''-''''' ~,...,'~ .",,'l:::r ... :'~." ~ ... ---.. " ... - .... ,.., ...... -,., ......... ,...,_~.~, .. ~""!II ....... _____ • ___ _ 
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I I w . -
• -."~~" ____ ."'4,A\iAt')ji ." .. 4"tl3."~.~i':~~tA""r~~',,:, ~_t' .... ,-...-., ... '~,." .• ~,.- - . - ~Y'--~'~" --" .• ---- -- " .•.. -'-.·'"'"'""'"'~·--'F-·W----~: ---.'~-~. ~" .... "'" ._ ..... ""'!'~ 




C:! I 00 53. 
r:~IOt? 5 ... 
~OUI(t 1t5. 
C'!IDO 5". ~~I~f\ 57. 
t~I"" t., I no ""-5ge 
~~lor 6,.. 
~~In!? 
'! CO 6~. 6 e 
t'o:- 1 no -. 6,e 








e':.',"O 1 ~. C: Jrl!) 1,. 
~':!IO'l 7'1. 
r-.""o 7se t.,,')') 7". C~JI}O 77_ 
e'!IOl) 7~. 
t'~tO~ 70». 




!'~ 1'13 os. 
~~In" Ii~. 
:'':'1')5 87. 
. ~~IOo\ 'JA. 
!'~I07 P.9. 




!'~lll , ... 
".::O!13 9~. 
:':'11" 
'''. ~~!IS 97. 
':~114 9~. 




,:." H Ie,. 







. -~-.--. , ......... ~--_ 1M,", l.r III,." _II'_.""....., __ ~_.~ ..... _____ ._ '~' ___ . . _______.. 
I 41 • \ ~ 
Table B-3 - Partial listing Subroutine t1l\SACC -"-: I· 1 
CO 5T~CWD~ co--·----- Kvr.H· 
CD CArtD 
~OLVE/CON51D CODE WORD 'OR STATE/DRAG CURrtENT VEHICLE .... 
CO NONE 
CD UPE 
CD . NON[ 
CD ), 
CD OtJTPUT 
co CA~LrN~ SE~uENC~ 
CD -- PART - srA~TrNG ~nCAT'ON 'OR VECToR 0' MASCON'PARTIALS CD MASHAT- HASCON ~ATRI. . CD COMMON • 
CD TP~T • ACCELERATIONS DUE TO GRAVITATIONAL POTEN, .. 
_. CD .- .... --- (iH",CON- TOUl HASS OF HASCONS IN LUNAH MASSES 
CI) CARD 














REMARKS AND RESTRICTIO~S 
UOHE 
SU8ROUTINES REQuIR~n 
V~AG2, "ATOPS, FLIP 
METHOD 
CD .. --- -- .. _- . M~S~ON~ AR~ TqEATED AS EITHER ~OINT HASSES OR AS 'WASHER SHAPED. BODr[s. IN EITHER CASE THE MASCONS ARE ASSUM~g TO CI) 
CD DE RIGIDLY ~MRr.OOED IN THE ~OON - . 
co. • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • •••••• SUf\ROIITlNE HCINt1l'CMASCON,MASC\V,ALPHA.GAHHA.VTAB' 
eOHMON/TIHRKI HERET,TH~RFT,TTRUI 
CI •• 8~GIN STANOARri CO~MON FO~ 5U~ROUT,N£ MASACe IO/O~/12 
OOURlE PREtl~rON ~ry .eMU ,CRCA ,G~LUNT.GHMCON,SCRAT 
- r~TF~ER STI)C~D,. . 
OIM'~SION SFY (~'.CRCa li',SCRAT I ZOO'tTPOl 
DO'IAl£: PRF.:r.: r"U eN TR _JD -
CO~~ON I TqAJEC I TRAJ~ C l"J, 'TRAJ C ~o,. 
DOUBLE PREcro;ro~ CON~T. CONFIX, SCRCO". [AUF. 
COHMONI ICONST C25a', KO~5T I~S~). CONr~~ ('fOO) 
c. KONF"rX C 5".", LEf.lljorH r Ie''!'''' IPOINT I '0' 
C, KPO'NT ( 6!)J, C;CFlCOfl" ~:-J~" tBUP nOooJ 
DCI/RLE PREtrO;'ON TTr.ST,TI,TZ,S,TS • 
OO~~LE P~ECISI0N CNT . 
• lPOT. 
t 3J 
nOURLE PRECISION TTEMPCtJ.VT~A(~'IJ.RA£ct(9'.WErGHT.'8LO(K.I' OOURLE P~ECT5IQN HERrT,TH~R£T.TTRUIITTRUE .. 
-- ----- - E Q U J v A l f! ,. C E ( Ff R r. c , C t , • T R A .J 0 I , If q , t . .. .. . 
[Qtl 'VA U' NC E pYF: 1 r, H T • T ftA ,f" ( 157' , 
EQUIVALfNC£fTB l OCKC,J,rON,ryCI7Qt, 
EQUIVALI"NCI':(NMr.CO'l,I,'Nt;TIHG~' , 
.. - • - >0- E Q U 1 V ~ L f.: Poi 0: (lH1C SOl. , LEN r. T H ( 79J , 
rQUrVALENC~r"VTA~,K~NST(227t' 
E'~IIIVALF.NCE CRry 'It • TRAJ" 
, I (CMU • C~NST j , (CRCR (I' • CONST 
-------------.--.-----~-.--- .. -.. -.. -- ... _-_ ... 
, G"'LU~IT 


























li,:;, .. ~.j " , 




i ,. i 
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.' ... : 
I /;. 
; , 
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.. '~'l '7· 
-":!U1 
'''' " 















~'IH ~:n "(\ 
....... , 
e;, .. 7 
... :! .... 
.. '! I .. !-. 
~~I-" ~"Ij~ ~~ ... 3 
~'I!tf, 
~~ts7 












1..,,9. I • . loll .•. ·Ct.'NF II r.· ...... , tl~. I. ,trL_r, , . .JTIUJC' U·, 
'..... I • ~I(V"'H . .• K.nNrnc f''}' I 
11 ,. It. ' t N~rt\DE,( .LE'N\\TH .. C' 6", ,. :," ,_ •. , •• , •. _._ •.. , ,~ .... I " ';/., .. .. ;.'.' .. ~ .. , 
'h. t • fNtlr.ON. lE,Ne>TH;'( 1.6'" 
!1.'i. I. f t.i ell AT ft t • ~C.f#CoM ~ . I.,t II~. ,.. (5tnC1Jn" KOHFI X t h, 
1110- . I, .. (TPOT (I' • TfUJO '.f. 5,/, ......... . 
'17. C.-.END ~TANn~R~ (OM~~N 'n.~URR~UTINEM~~~(C.. . IO/O."~.; 
11". D.O\iRLE' PRtct'iIO'~ MA!jMATI3,3) . " . . ,... . . 
Ilu' ~OIJ'H,t p~tct!\t()N N/lQC",N. "ART, "~~~,P,HI.I:.AM. Ct:, .. ~. .: .. 
U,... . .c •• ,. , $PHI, CPHI .• I!ilA."ClAH,PMClH. nr .• ::TIU •. '~!'- ' .. ' .. --_.'. U,. .,r.CON .,TrMP t~P~R ,Rtv ,PMP .SVtC ,.. .. .'.',.' 
Ill? '" ARl.O ,1\ ~At)1 \4IMCT ,POL" C If' , • po,.!P C t"11 .. "ttf.ltO.N~"l YAH)., V.IlR2 t USUM' '-:.' . 
. I ::'. • • "TSUM, SUMTHM .R<.;AV t;1' TOS AV i ,ARSAy l'. ATS V2t~AC(' 3hrt!AMJ' OGH c .1 •. ~' 1 1~' •• Pff~l. HHTX C3', "Lr"'~ ·~AM"A. SL~ rUt Ck~ ,8 .' . : ~c. lO(.tC"L~IA~SflL.PLHh:S·.· ;,.-, 116S D I ~EI;"i "HII'''' C; C ON C I , • PUSCW C ,) • "I~P"A C , , • GA H ... A,i 1'1 
Ill. DI~'E'rISION pl-RT (3," .P"'C~'·( 311 .. ' 
• ,q. • ,SPAR C 31 ,R.Y ( 3) ,PMAT f3., •• IVEee 
U~. • "SCM" C 1('101 .. " .' . 
13". EQ~t\l"LF.NCf' C~(RAT C ,SlI.JSCRATL.'SCfCAT:,I ... ,"ASS. '/' 
Il,. ..eStRAT' ","HI , ,C~eRU ( !\,.'.Af1' "CSCR~T". "',0 . ,I 
,:U. .,''SCIUT C !-I.~,."II , .cStPA' C ".er,., , ,'(5("4.1', ','hSLA", U,. ..(~C"H C ."CLAM l ,C~CR"T I . 'hPrtCN , 'C.S.C.RU "IZ.",TR .., u... ..ef.rMAT C ,~I,l~' , ,cSCPU ''''.T~3 , t(''iCRAT't!;t,GCn.~'' Il~. .,(!,("uAT I 161,'fn'lP , ,.(SCRA' C """'''''R) ,C~CR"T' ZC.-,RU I 
n,,_ .,f!iCIfAT (2~I.P .... U , C!;("PATC 3'-'.~VEC' '. ',' 
PT..,C1OSeR"T' lI,tVPA", :crSCP/lTt U.,Ie'" J ,tISCRA,e 
Ilr. e,CI~rpATt ~J,rOOrS' ,C1SeR"Te 5),IM( ) .'lSC~A~'. 
139. ..'1~r~AT( 7',lpAR , ,efSCRATC ~'~MCST , ,eISCAAT.' 
I '; n. '. _ _ __ ,., CIS C R " 'C , ft I • PI t1' £ 4; , '" 
l.... OOI'''L'; PMC~f~'(\N 1IMI:01'I 
'"I,. EQllt'UlENCf. tCOtlF'IICCI7QJ ,THIEOD' 
I~~Q DAT~ M.XTRM 11~1 
...... OA':~ NFA"" I • I . 
, .. ~.. " ... U ~IAS''''1 I o,AL,t. , I"~. C i;uTr"U7:: 5up.~nUTINE I'.'. " tCr-, IM~. ~VY.·loO . ,~,. \ 'F'(~MCON'~T.~'''HO.NVTAOo£t.O' Qat-SORTtVY" 
l!t"'. " ; 0' J.t .~h4Ct\N ". 
IS,. ~C!5. r.II~IY'A8 '., ,'. 
" ' ...,.... ." ", " -:.i : , 
.. 1. __ . .. _._ ,_ ~ C J I ., " ..,. • "I, .... ,,,. " 
as,. ,fO"L·CJ-".,.7 ,.... >' . ( I~~. IrCvtloRCI",oG[oMASCONcr1.YI. •• AND1VUUU".hLE.MA·SCO'-.CI''''' •. 'to TO,. t~e.. (,1) Tfl ~. " " " ;" 
I ~... '.,.." 'In,: .... '. C J-l,I."';;; 
Ii '1. rr.. ~ It'. C J-l ) ••• 7 ' 
Ise. l~v")·(J-l),.·3 .~~_ YT"~C3.1'·VTAR(,.tt'M"'CnNCt~UMt' 
Ur. VHf4('f, r" vTA"t· .. .,.Mi.'CONCJOUM2' 16,. / VTA!'ls.rhYTlaCI1,ts+MASr.ONCIOUM,l 
",. • COHT'Nur . ..' tA'. WR1TrC6.S'~1 C"l'CWCI",.'A- •• N"CDOE' 
16... ,~_ fO~MATC, YH MASC. • 0 21 '. . ' 
UC;. "M'.'.NMC·ON· '. , 
:,: 
, . 
3 t • iC 0'0. Nt) . , 










,', , ........ - ............... .... -.. .... ' - -.- .. ~ .. -- ......... -...... -~ _ ....... -,~.-..... --- .. , 
16~. 
'''''. 
~ .. " r ..
.R'T~~~,50~,e~~,cO~C,Z~1'I!l·"N"' 






..':'~~, ... , 
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.. ..... 






." . · 1"· ... 
.litt-. 
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J~~le i6~·3 • Partial Listing SubrOuttn.eJ"ASACC (Con.tinued) 
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·W~'T!'6.&O~'(".!CONCtZt"I!Z·I.N"' s~~ rO_"ATCIOH MASCON • .DI'·') 
. co Tn 3rtO'l £~TH. H.SACCCPA~T."A5"'T' 
. "C~~CC~N.rn.~·ANO.N"(~O~.rQ.OtRETURN. 
,KtI'·O N~Z."MC!OL.~HC(~~ 
DO ~~~3 II-C.3 
00 1('03 JJ.,.n"1 PA~lCll.JJ)·~·t~~ 
r"~3 C:1)"'T1NU' Tl'~f.D~8SCTRLOCKC~" 
TI."lOC KC".TT,S""8ftn T'.'~L~~KC".'Tt5T/'. ~O 
DO 7~~' Jly ••• NMCOO[ 
ICOI'I,.C;·,,~S('IIC·n"" . 1C0~Nn~'LQC,.I~.KOn£5' 
00 ?"~n JK 7 -, ,) Ir"LOC"J~7."2.KOOES'.!Q.O' CO '0 JOOO 
lKNT·t<Wl., . 
I r:.,'~". (lCon.H)·l ,.'+6 
If,lj ~~. (tC f)oun-l , .9+ 7 
'f' ' .... ~C~N( Jr.II.'''' .Gl _,2, Ir''''ASC:ONC J~IJHS,.LT.T'" 1~(".SCnNcIDuMq,.GT.l" 
. T"-'I GO TO ,nl 
Gn. T" 2~"." 
roo TO he? 
GO TO ",,, 
I••• T5·HASCON'10U~~1 ,.t COUTINII£ 
._. t"~A;CO"nCIJH~'.GT.T" Gn TO .,.z 
s."lI.SCOPlt II)IIHS .... TS"TTEST . 
,9.1 t,.·' 
•••• 
GO Tn en3 S·ITZ-TS'/TTEST •. 
CONTIN~E • 
C"T •• ~S39S9)'O·Z 
IE IF • II( ,IT 
It)UM6.).CJK7.·"·1 ' .• PAHTClt.£ZF~.~.CA8EC1'IO~MA"WCtGH"eC"T ~~NTC7.,trZr.'.5.r~OEr1' ~UH~.I./wtt~HT.eCNT r~~'(3.'EZE,.S.IRaEctC OU"6.21/~EIGHTt·CNT 
Z-"" cr,tlT "~lJr 2~~f CO.'TINUE 
METIINN 
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37 I" HZ • . ' 
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TabloB-4 .. Part1al Listing Subroutine 'nCNPRC 
CALL 121"1T e!!ITA' ,~~ NU"~~ • NUM~M • I 
.' 8RAD.MASCO"'S.J~A~~) A"An • MASCON(6tJ~ASR' " 
___ ._. __ ,_, 'HII' .• P4A$CONn .. JflA!ItI' 'I '.,~t. 
I Pit '. 0 .... .. 
CALL .LPH~'!~R~J~~ •• RAnt'~.' 
CALL AL~"AC1.~~~"~.R~AD,BA~' 
- .. -.-. IPR. 1, .' : • (ALL ALP~Aft~',THk'A~~~,AA~_' 
CALL, ALPHA( I P'hTHf( .BAAD ,BAPA' 1 PR .0 .' 'I . 
CAt.L GAM"A, ,f'R,'~lhl\"AI'I.AGI\' 
, CALL' GA.""A, tfliR .THK .~PAl',.8G4'. 
·1 PI( • I " 
CALL GAMM4(,"RtTHK,~RA~tAGPI\. 
CA'Lt. GAM"AC·tPA!THI('RRAD.I"'P~t, . 
, "' AI Tf.' fie: n N' u 14', l f '" t. P H C L' t L • I • 32 f' .' ~"s C'~NT I tlut . 
• ~. IF CNHCI2.,.Q" t!" G(\ TO 360 
,DO )~C., t .",14( .. 1 _ 
T • i • ~ 
.......... 
!'2', • "(i .. tl),p . , . 
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C!:501'l 377. 
~'!~ZS 3'''. ~~!lU 37 •• 
':'~C;n )1Il". 
':'!"S)!\ 3~t. 
!' .. ~.l} 39,. 
."t:;~Il" 38'-. 
::'~~,lS 3all. 
~t't;:'6 )Rr .• 
':'":,f';, 7 Jlti,. 
!"~'ilfl\ 3"i. 
!'''!r;II. i'~" • !'~""l . )'O'7e ~~S&.ql 3!f~.' 
~,:,:=..,~ .l'9 •• 
~~C;"'f l?h 
~,:,o;lI" 13/'i). 
~-:c;.,t; .'3'9 ... 
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e.""" '11&. !'~~" ... If 17. 
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37S J - ,+, 
IF CIPAR' 3B~,~"O,385 
3"~ J • 1 NMCrCN • NMCCON • 
Gl' TO 390 
3A5 J • t . NMCSOL • NM(50L + 
'" IAIT • 10 • 2 • 1A8~CrpAR' - 2 CALl. PAcKCrR'T.?HscOOrN"Cn~t',J' JF (tPjR.NE~IJ NMCPLH _ NHCPl.H • I 
GO TO 36~ 




• ••. ' .... ,.. • 'I" • i 
~ ER~OR. 
C . ,,'.~'.. .. , ......... " 3.5 tr.R,,- r ERR + I. \ '
:~ f : I 
\ 1,1, 
\ " " 
".,. 
,'". I". 
CAlL. rUPII.JFLl'.t . '.' 
. .'HT£U Ol(T ,l .... ,t ... 'N ft ',',,' . . . "', .. ' 3~1~ FOW~AT c73H rRRn~'~CAN~OT S'~V£ OR ~nN5IDERTHE'~ARAMETIR sp~(rfl 
.EO' FOR MASr.t'lI~ Nil'. "'"UH. tlOY INPUT) .... , ..', " CIILt: DEl.CO!)· . ". . " d\ '\', \.. ,",. " 
GO TO 36S' , ,,',' . I. '. 1,,'1', 
C " I' .. _" :.. •. ,;. ••. _. "",').1,',' .. ,;;.._ 
C r:~If'\ Of, tf/\ !l;C.O~IS . 'I',i . ( TF.ST F/yR CWECICl4<loE PltfNT.ii;' . 
. I, ., I If' 
.. "t' IF, c~,..cnN.f',/he,(,o Tn 'on . ". .,' " ,:1 .' 
IFjCLf'SNT.'IEt!lr.SI GO TO·!H!'), ,:,,,,.,' .. 1 . (AL~ FLO·("t,~.Lp.', , ' . I' I:. ",i 
'''~ J Tr. I t(nUT t '1'f"~) .' ,,' I ' :'i'. ,"; 4"!!~ .,ol(,:n li!>t! nl-'nrlt Pill",,. F.~OM. ·MCNPRc! ':)(,!I,,".HAS$, RAfID.,.I"X, ,: 
I nHUTf'fll~rtlfi'l'~HI.DNr"t''''(Jl't''''1I.8HAI.,;''lTlJtJ£''· '1. "I "i", • 
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f"OHf4.\T(7027.lrtl"".1 /'" 
CONT I NIJE ,,!' " . i' I 
" '. I ,:. ,I, 
WR I t~ "A5CnN$'!"~' DttUH 
CAtI. RANLAf;tte-,DR:'Mt '~DROI'.c,,) 1 •.•. , /'. 
rmnr CI(ORIIHt' (C:oIAC;.CONI t."Jh'.I,·.NPA~S' .J-l.NHC~N' 
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, ~~ _ ... _ CD . _______ .. NTT"'; • CD NYTHG _ 
CO TBLOCK-
CI) CARD 
NUH8ER or T'~E TRIGGERS 
NU~RER or DEPENDENT VA~IARLE TRIGGE~S 
TIME ALOC~ rOR TRAJ 




Cn . OUTPuT 
co CALlrNGESEqUENCE CD NnN 
CD CO~MON 
CI) __ ._. -__ . (DAR - IlRAG cOr,F'rrCIF'NT 
en In~V~ _ aTAR pnrNT~~ INITfALIZED HERE ~OR 
CO t~~V~ - "TAA POINTE~ INITIALll~o HrRE ~OR 
cn I~LAG - CONTROL F'LA~ FnR t~TEGPATOR CD __ .. ____ .. JP~~T _ £T .. O POINTER INITULtz£"D HERE. ~OR 
cn KFLAG - CONTROL FLAG FOR INTEGRATOR 














ME"ARK5 ANn RESTRICTIONS 
NONE 
SU8ROUTINF:c:; I?E'Q"rRF.:n . 














T~AJ I~·A nOUSLE PRECI~ION NUMF.RICAL INTEGRATOR FnR TH£ 
SOLUTION OF A ~YST~~ O~ SECDND-~RDER ORDIN .. NY DIF'ER~Nrl_L 
EQUATJQNS. IT IS.AA~~D ON THE COWELL-ADAMS METHOD, [HPLOT-
I~G AN EJGHT~-nRD~~ ~ACI(~~~OS OlfF£PENCE FORMULA SUMM~D 
TWICE. A RUNG~-~U'TA'FOU~TH-n~n£R STARTER IS U~ED TU 
CI) 
CD 
CD --- .......... _ ... . 
eo 
CI) 
O~TAIN 1"ITIAl n[FFERENCEC;. 'RAJ CONTAINS LOG!C FnH 
S~L~CT,ON nr fNfTI-L STEP ~JZE AND SFOUENTIAL AUToMAtrc 
~ALVJN~ ANn D01IRLIN~ ArCnpOINGTO A~OUNO ON lOCAL fKUNCATION 
EqRnR. CO~TNnL IS RETI,HN~n TO THE'USER WHEN TANGET VALUES 
or 'NOEPEND~NT AND OEPENDENT VARI1BLES ARF HIT. TRAJ . 
ULTIMATf.LY PRODIICr.~ A TRAJreTORY TAPE eONTAINtNb A MfSH 
Or DIffERENCE LJNES ~HJCH MAY lATER B£ PROctSSEU 'BY '"E (SAAC-NFWTON cOM~I~ATlnN F~H rNTrRP~LATION/INTEbRATION 
AT SPECIFIC VALUES OF TH~ INO£PEND[NT VARrA~LE. 
.• '. J,., 
CD Co. • ................... ' ............ ' ......... . SU8~OUT'NE T~~JtTTR&.YTRG.'.YP.yPP.D'~.SFVENT.VT"Bt 
!'OIlAtE PItEC,C;IO"l VT'd,IS.I' 
CO~~'N/V~N./V~TAAtS.S~l 
. IM~llCIT DOU~LE PREcISION (A·H.~-Z"INTtGER(I.N', 
C' •• 8rGIN ~TA~OARn CO~MON'rOR ~U~R~UTINE TRAJ ID'O~/'2 
'OOI,,,LE PNECIC;tch.j CPLOCI(.T~~OCI( , 
OOU8l~ PREC,SION CD6~lMCll.c~AR 
DOURlE PRECISION CONST, ~ONt'x~ SCRCOM, !AUF' 
01"E~SICN CBlOCKt St.~TTRG ( 2'.TBLOCKC ... 
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':~ S·,S 
,..,.. 1 r l. 
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. ___ ._ ._. ..CO""ONI ICONS'T I2SIt' ,I( ON~T u~~,. 
C' .'KONFfX • $'~', LEN~T" • 
CON,IX ,~oot . . 
I~O', IPOINT' .0' 
ZOO" [BUr ,IOOD! c. t(POrNT C ",, 5CReo" • OOUALt P~ECf~IO~ TR~JO .' 
... __ .___ DeUItL! ~REc f S ftHITleL Ttl f3 
CO""~~ I TR~JEC , TPAJD 2~~1~ ITRAJ C ~o, 
EQUIVALENCE (eBLOCIC!I' C~N5T ( 61f" 
't 'IF'tAG. ITRAJ f Z" 
.... _ i ~ (COA~ TRAJO f 156' I 
I • IIVENT ICONST f 226' , 
I , C CO J 0 Z" ( ., r. ON S T f 69', 
I •. (J'~T tTRAJ ( IZ' I 
.. _. __ . I • '1t'i5VE tTRAJ , 11" 
, , 't~~VE !TRAJ ( 11f" 
•• ((FLAG 'TRAJ f It 1 
, " CICVFH lC("It.I,pr, 10" 
.1', CNTTHG (I' If:NC;TH I "7J' I , (NY IF-NGTH 27 I 
It CNVTRG LENGTH' If", 
, ,I "8LOCK", Cl'NFrlC (170' , 
!QU'VALrNc~'NVTAB.KONST(227" 
, EQUIVALENCE C1LLTHC",TRAJD"S3" C.e~~Nn 5TAND.RD C"MMoN FOR SU8RnUTIN£ TRAJ 10/0~/72 
OOij~LE PHtC,~IO~ KTT~C; . . 
DO~PlE ~H~cr~fn~ V(I'.'P(I"VPP(I,!olrcI3.1,.TTRGC~I,I'.'R~TfZ', 
, YlR~(5.1),A~C9,,~r~ltC •• G~MC9 •• 5SI~'91,~6A"IYI,5IG5 9't~A"S(¥1 
C INTrGRATION CO~F'FICIENT~ . '. 
DATA (55IGCI',I.l,9, I 97~IZ990D'. l~ft~I~56.00. IOqS7~2~.OO. 
I t~8,?~,,,oO? 113~16'O.D~' 1197S0~O.OO, lZ'~O~ZO.OOf. 
~ 133~56~~'D". 1~3~5~~~.O"' . •. 
DATA (G~AHrt,.l~I'Y' -, l'HZ7S3.D~. 11~u~3 ... DO, Z207Y~~.DO, 
I 22?~~~'.D~. ?39~~~O.Oft. 2530080.DO. 2721 600.00, 2 lft?""~.o" 36?88,~.o~1 •. DATA 'SIGSrl,.f.,.9' -33~IS7.DO. -376n68.00, -~32~76.00, 
I -S:16:~.O~. -~~3~~OoD~' .6652 AO.OO. -665280.00, 
7 -:'-000:" 133~"6 .. ('.",,1 •. 
" __ '_' OATA.'G~M5(J"I-I,9" -572111,0<),· -"'lt6.DO, -825 0".00, 
I -1·3S6~.0~. -,36e~O.O~' -191520.00, ·302~OO.OO; 
, -6~~~~~000. -3628800.0~1 • - . 
LOGICAL WrLAG .FFLlG C .. _ • 
C INITIALIlATION pROCEDURE 
C 






CALL T R,JOUTf I) IF', 
INITIALIZE nRAG.VENT,AND ATTITUOE MOOELS 
IFCIVENT,r.Q.~' GO TO ~'O 
CALL 5HyNT, 
CnNTINUE 
DO .. 25 J·'.3 
TLlTHlr'·O.D" 
If C(IUl)2f1'., '.Lr.O I GO TO 6e~ ' .. 




- ..... -. . .... _ .. 
STaLK" • TnLO(KC~' 
.• '~ .... _ .• NE. 
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L'c •.. /.,' .', "''''7'''. \. ; j ... • .Y. ,'"'' ;2~Z~. ,"-'"'.""""'" -" .. -.··' ... ·"·.-~_..,....-~ __ ·."_·p.'~'_ .. _'._.~~_~,T.. • , ' , •• - .-- "'0" ", . ..., .' •• _ ........ , •••• -.- ........... - .--•• -.--.-•• ---.-.-•••••• ----••• --.-. -'-1 :;, ' ',' . i~'blp 8-5 ~'Part"ial ,t.istin~ Subroutine TRAJ (Contfnued) _ I I' f' . ',,-.' -- ..•. --. ..... .... .... ". ..,. .. . ..... .. .... . .... - '. ...... "'1' 
, . g;:it~ m: .- -·-m~~·: I"' ot. m". " .. . .... _. __ .. '" ;: [i W'~~ In: f t.o.~ ,1"tTi~LIZ .. jiiN" ••• "'G;~~fiT ••••• Tm~~r -,O.O'LS " 
i" ~ .. :~t H~_ c_-----'.IFCKF'LAG."Q .... O'~'. N TT".GC,lCvr,H •..•. L-t ••• 'GO to 1000 1,"-')" .- ••••• - •• '.,---••• --.- ',I I>~f~ 
, ~e""I!7". IF' CT'Ut'dl;'. 'IT, ~.D"'GO'TO 1('100 : ' 'r '_; 
• .~"lA' 17<:. I(TTPtj • :rTRr.'(2,~1 -, TBLf'(I(CI I, '} " 
If t"~Il,'fli"·. 'ICTTRG • OA,Rt;CKrTRG IT,ILOCKCI" I; "I, , ,,;~ 
" ...... t6~ I~'. I'FfC8LO(KC,l) H'To. 1("TRf.:J,'(;O TO'H'I:~ ,)1 1/ '\ \ • "'j ~: :':161 Pl.. .• ' CALL U.t(aE.RC .... 2.'V.Yr,.y~p,OJf".n-R(;:"'~T"G.St:VENT~ "".' '. \'.; ...... 
r 1"!'11f1 I"'. ,AA. aFL,AG • -' icF'LAGeL~.'3 , " . ' "~,I 'II: ", \. 
[ ~~t7t 1)',,_ . -NY'. NY '. '''. "'." \., '~'" 1 • .. ': I '1 ~ 1,Q r; • . 'F;' I( Tt: S ,. , • N ~ _ " G n Tn" to",.",. /'1 .... ", ". ~ .' 0/\, , 
., '~~!7. .1'",-, , . IF cr..". LU(K(l'J.c.T.CfH.OCKC...,l"o TO'1tt~:", :, 'I '~ , " " ';; ':," 1:-:" 'S~. ~> ~~1"6 161.',' //'T'8l:0CKC'f" • OAB')CSJ8LKIf' ",: "I' " "\ J", ... ~ 
t:' 'I' .... '77 ."". I ,KTF'c;r.J " '" ,,' ;: .• : ", "'. '\"', ,l 
!/ ~:"I)I '''''- •. IC'LIi~,.3 .. ""," .,,' ';"', '.\' .•.• ~:.' :'='~O';! ."".' ,'- 7;'''' C.ONtINUE' .'.. .. ' .• :' "r:,/,. 'j, ":." ,.. "".'''. \ ':l"~\"~ ~. t::"''lt't', ;1 9 ,_. I·FLA(i'. +1· ',' ,",., '\~',,:," . I"~ ", ~' ~~;rn l''9h TBL()(Kf If hT"LO~K f ",tllt-QDO .,i .. " ,"1.:. , i., ••.•• Nt",": ,1\ 1 " , •• j r, ""7!',,, 19'-CALL:'DAIJIt. :". ",
" .... 1"5 19... 'II;, INY'l P(;elFe". GO' TO 100S "'" ~ r~"07 1'1". CA'l:L tND.S;rPf'i.yp,VTlfG:, '.', ' 
" ~-:1'1) ·IY". nO.l":"!U ,r,'. f.UyTRG I /, '> "NDSTI"" ~, ~~,,! 191 • "', ....... ' .. ' "TR.G''' .•. n ."T~G'3." • .,',: 'I"i'" f !'el' 5 t;P,. ' l,!,OS 'cou, I NI}r " .. ' .', " ' ',. I~'\' \,;;'ll 
't ..;· .p;:~ g:: ·~~~A~·V"~.()C:1cCIf. 'l:b~RS(T'~&.O(I('''''t., :j , '.:'1' ::":'\"" ,:: .:~;,,(;~:,; ?';~;'.; 
.' t":"7n _1~1.'· . TOl.J) , : •. l'8L"CKC.., ""., :""'''' ... ",.,,\.,~., .,... . ,:. ;', '\\'. 
,.. r""~1 2r1.. 'ICC:, ... J, "', .-.:. ," .'; , """"" "./", ~:" .<~ 
· Y' t~n2 Zt.:'le·'TR(;.T,fU· TRLOClCflJ ...."':.;<., '( ,,"; .... ,:.] 
I,Ut !'~"''1 2r.... .,,' .. NtR'R ·'~,l .. :. .... . , / , .",: '. ",. '. .. , . ';, :,1 [ • :'''1, .. ' 2"... " ';.' ,,'U·,,"jN,,:el.T'.3' ,NF.R" III NY'. . " .' ";".. . . , '",' _.~ 
[, w (,~71." 1-:.". C tHO~SE:'f"HT'A"'-,-SrE"", ."'. ',' " •••• , ;'( ~ ,.~22" ~1'I7. 'j DOJ:lHt. :1,-,h N\", . '," .': '. '.j. '." '" )::'~' 
"!:711 :i'GA,. . .. 'D'IF'(,I',t) ,:YPPC,O"". . ',,, .1:,. '. , '",' ,.i~~~\~~'" ~ r .... ':" 1~.9.. 01. FC 2. rt·.yc f' ". . . ,,, " '.' I ""'. 'I ~')' /. 
· "',:,713 21 .... I Ilt~ 'DlfC1.t',·Yp .. 1' ". .' . .' ... ,," , . ;. 'I:l,\;'/i~ 
r r":,,,c;' 111. ,'I ·1'Fr'C'U.()CI(f2'.L.~.r8LOcKfj'''' .GO.TOU'~. '.' ",,1,.,,> .. ' .::::i~ 
, -"""1 11, fIIRI( • NEHR '. ,',' '" "', " "'",,1 ~ C"'1-.n 21'.' ",S',.', " "::!' , " , ",:"; C, '.' .• /. • . '. . ..... ".'," '...," .', ... " .,;" .. ;i .• ". ',' (: .. '.. '" .j.":""" " ~ ,,~,.·d .·1 .... , I,FlAtj'. _. \ ';'
[; ~""11 2'l). S_VH • TfCLnCICCIt, . " ~~(:,;i~ 
f· "'''1 .. 3 21'. ASSI('N 113 .. TO '"BK 'i. "I"'')''''''~' -. '1'"',. ". .'. ." , ,', ." .• ,,:. .. _' .• _ ... .., ... ..,.... ., "i"',''';'~\ ' .... I .. 'f 7t:7 .. ~' II'~ 0.1;',( " S AVH/7·.,Of\.· ( . ',', • :.i .. , .. :,;/.:J, •• 
· ~-:'f4S Z)'f;. ,'tSL'OC« (If )·SAVH • ;\~;:"''. ~ roo;o If" 21,_", C t •. l'.. • . iI.' .: I';'). 
· f""7 .. , 7'''., ';" T" 7 ... .,.. . . , ,."".',,'~ t • •... ""4 , ~.' '" - ".' --, ...... ,.. . .. '" ,', ,. "" ~ I ') I, 'f.'.'. r r~~t;o '2t'·'1f)~ 001:"'" h, ..... y , I ',',:,1':: 
' ~~7C;' , '- 1~. ' 'IF' f IC'C III , • EQ.?' t GO TO It '10 I-':":~ 
, ("7S~ 22;\-DIFOI.I1. yIn ,. " , ":,;/'1 'j 
t 
,. .. ·""·6 ... ~... "0 TO II"" '. I"''!}''') 
.
. ". '" , .«.r.... . q ..... ........... '.4_._.,. ."'I':\~.' ~":'S7 2~t;... .. ,. eIF_5'tH • yell , , '. ,'I ""ll 
.... 11,"211,... 1f$" VI!) '. 0IF"'1 ft .', .I, ~-:'ld 121., 'YPC,»._ DIF'C;'.J, \' 
':";61 .n~.. Il6eypPCn .0IF",,, .. _.': 















·H« J I" ,.,J':J.llC .I .. ~." 
IF fl(C.NT.EQ.~t GO TO 1170 
I( eN T "? .... ".... ,., ",o. 
", 
. ,._,,-~.. L:".l.,:~ I' . ,-JJ~""'U",._,.;;.', 
·i· 
'I', 




-'-:·· .. ·":"1"~"'i~~t-- .. ·'· .. · .. -·-:---· .. ' 
.. ,' . "',/1 '\ 
• "Jr .• ~;;" \"" ... , .. :)~.\:,(I . ..;,,,01, ;, ' ,:,(t,l,','2:(~~:"LI' 
'., 
-'-,;, 
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Table 8-5 _ PartIal LlstlngS~broutlne Ti!AJ (continued) , ...'.;:;;":' r . ~ 
e,., .. , 
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.. , ~~.; 
-.. ------ .. ----.... , ......... -_.... . .... , .. -... _ .. -._ ... --.. ---- .. ---- ... --.... :.{:~ ... :-,.,:;- .. ~ .. ~ .. '" ., . \,:1 
.5' ....... _. c .. E,.nR€-5TORA. ,11(t". 'A,NI) ,R~.1'U~N .. . ... ..,-... ,.'~/(\)~~ ;',':',", .' :,.~',...... . i ::::;j.;~~ 
16".. . C . T 1"£ TR 1 G.6[ftONL Y t.OC';;. ' " ... ii'.".j' . 'J:'i! 
-..,41' 6~" Tst.I)CK il , • T&,A'R., '. ","'. ) ';, ,<:.," j . "" 
4167. W"S • NY .. .' . ,'." '.' . " . ".~ i':' ., . .... ,,' ' If.). ASS! .. ", 61;54) TO I(OS ....... --- .. ~, .. --... ";,"'"-r'':''' ......... . ,I, 
.. '.... ._ .. _- .... A5. SIGN 60 .. " TO I(E:XT' , ; i ·'iii "6~. cot) TO BO'!.f) . • ':-'i 
If ~ ~. It".... Ii: F'L A C;. ,I< ';A V F.: " ,.' . '. '{j 
. "~1. .: . TR(;T'C II-TAl'nC'I(H' ..... ~.-.'. . •. ~ 
'I"". If" f«'f'l.I'Ci.l T-2,' GO TO 11050 ' ~6.. KC;TEP .• 8 ... ' C' ' 
... ,~, . " • TI\I.0CK'",' 
111_ _ .. ' '.T"LOCK''''. V " 
"'l- "YSA~2·"Y ~1~. HV&HVSAY1 17~.· AS~,C;N 1>0"; TO I(.T 
"1~. .. ~o Tn 9~~~ . ~76. 6".~ trCKrlA~'EQ.3) ~O T~ 6~~1 
171. COO T~ 6"~6 
.7.. .~.7 t~fNVTAR-~g,~) ~O Tn 6~61 ~19. 00 6~"~ JJ~ltNVT.8 
~6~. 00 ~~~8 liMitS ~~I. VT.~II!.JJ).VOTAR'II.JJ) 
II'!,. ~"',,8 co"nt~;ur. , 
.. ~,. 6~AI Ca~ll"UF 
"A~. R~T~~N "8~. 6"11' TA'_OC:I« ~,.-~8~_ NY·NYSA.2 
"~7. Gil TO I ~\i' ., ~8~. 6e~~ IrCI('LAG.EQ.~' ~O T~ .~S7 ~~~. 'rCHYTR~ eLF· ~'GO Tn 60S6 
~vn. IPrR • t ~91_ A5S'GN b~SS To ~RESET_ 
~~? un TO 6~~O 
~<n. • ... Ij!» 1 PTR • l . 
~9~_ ~FL~r.·O ~l~. A5~'~N A~.' TO (RESET 
~~~. Gn1~ 6~oe 
~'7. 6ft~6 KrLAG.~ 'OIA~M~5'IC. 'THr T£~' FOR ~~UALITY R~T~££N .NON-tNTEG£RS MAY NOT IE MEANING,uL. 
.. 9~. 6~S1 tr c'ptnCKCI',EQeTRGTC2" GO TO 60\5 
.. .,th, GO Tn 1,,,.,5 ~~~. C F~n TIM£ ONLY LOGiC 
SOre C ArGIN ~CAN y . 
S~? ~-6~ 5U6A~ • -1.nO s~'\. 00 · ........ 5 f • 1. NYTRr. S"". IF CO'H;CI.,'eLT"'t'O", GO TO ,(}65 S~~. D • YTRGC ... " - YTRr,C2 I' .Dll~"O.TIC •... THF TEST F~R E~"~t ITY ~ET~FEN NON-tNTEGE~'MAY,"OT BE. MEANING'U~' 





:;,,; ..• Nt. 
I .NE. 
.... E. 





.NE" • .,E. 
•• .. z 
" ,,/ 
._-'._ .. 
~~q. IF 'R.D.GT.~"O~' GO Tn 6~65 5~~. YTR~fl.lt • ·,.o~ -, .. , .................... _ .......... .. ~,~. 5 • n I CR_~' ~ 
SII- SU~AR • OMA.1CS.5UBAR) 
~t7. AftA~ CnNT)NUr l 
"i'1). C £Nn SCMI Y ,'. .. ;'i .' 
"-'If. . IF' C~U8~.R.'l:r.O.O~" GO TO 60'" 








. -_.- .•..•.. - .. 
.... ---..:-......... -_ ... _-_ .. - ....... _ .... -. - .. 
SI~. 
':.1" • 
ASSIGN 6~66 TO ~Hloe 
~Q. !n 6"~'1 
" ..• ", ~ .. ~, -. 
-_ .. _.- ~ ... _ ..- .... __ .- .... 
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... " .... t' ;'~~c. ;~i~1 
e-,)r,1 
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:'''l~;' ,.. 
.. ~'''7 
.... '4" ~:-Hi 








- "' .... 1\1 "~""'I 
...... ~l 
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... ".,' C~"" 
r-:"u 
e:,1t '\3 
,. .... )Ij 
~~ .. lA 
e'''31 
.. " .... 91 ;:.; .... I 
... 
, \ '. "- - ~ ~ . ~ . 
. "I" r" 
! - .. ~:r ._ .... •• I ................. --_ .................. -.~ •• -- ...... ~ •••• ~ I _ .... _ •• , 
.Table 8-6 -. Partial Listing, Subrout1neTRIG~R ,._,._ ... _-
37,. . ISPECY • I - " 31,. -. - .. _ .... NeOlD - NC(NT'UICVEH' 
171. IF C NC~NTRfKVEH' ,NE. II'GO TO 310 
31~. hrr~TRc~vEH' • 3 
37.. YTRr.'"l' • "'O~ 3~ft. YTHr,CZ,1t _ (,SPHINC3. 
l~'. YTM~C"l' - CSP~INCII' 
lR,. Gn T~ l~~ . l~3. l,ft IF fNCENTRflCvrH, .NE. l,GO TO ,,0 
3a... IFf M .FQ. ,'GO TO 3Z5 
3~". NCE~TRfKVE~, • t 
l8A. YTHr,'I,l' • -1.nO 
381. YTHr.C1," • CSPHENe,., 
3~~. G~ TO 3;~ 
~~Q. 37ft. IFC NCE~rRfKV~H, .EQ. 10lGO TO "0 
l~~. ,'S ~CfNTQ(~VEH'·'~ 39,. DO 330 t·2,,~ )91. Ja I-I 
3". YTRr,CI,". ~.n" 3'~. 33~ Yi R?'C2,r, • Cr.~~INCJ' 
39~. GO Tn l5~ 
l~~. '~A J - "-I 3'7. . NCEHTRCKVEH' • J 
3q~. YTH~C,,1' • (~PHJN(J' 
~q? 00 3~S 1-1,'0 
~~~. 3~5 YTRG'.,I • -,,~~ 'f(~J. IF" C J oNE. J, (,0 TO 35.0 
~~,. YT~GCI.l' • e.D~ 
~~\. YTHGC2,l' • C~PAIN(II' 
. ' .... _, 
~~~. 'S~ CO~T,NUF 
~~~. ICFNTR • NCF"NTACKVEH' 
~~~. CGH~CII' • ~HLU"T 
..r . .,. . .. C ICF.'tITR -(I). II , roo Tn lOt!! 
~~q. IF" f ICENTR .~[. ~ , GO TO ~~" 
~~~. If C K,6 .lTo KI~ , r.o TO 3~90 
~l~. C REaD EARTH ~QTrNTIAL INTO VSTR ~JI. CALL RAN5ET-' KDAUHl • NORU"C7J' . • 
"12- R~AD C KORUMJ , C IV~Tpcrt , t • KI! • WI, , ~Il. CALL GPr,TA C IV~TRCMrWEJt' , IV~TRCMC.EJ'." • IVSTR'"C.'CI' , 
".... I IVSTRCl1JEt' , IVSTRCMC!'EIJ , 
"'~. GO TO 3~~~ "I~. '''1ft IF" C KIO "To 1(.7 , (.0 TO 'A" 
"17. C REaD 11001. POTt .. :TlM. t~lTO VSTR . ~IA. CALL R,N5ET C ~nRU"' , NORUMfR, , ~I._ ~FAO ( ~DRUHl , C rVSTRrrt • I • KI? , Kia' -
iiI"'. CALI. GPCTA r IVt;TRC'4CWMJIt • IVSTRfHCWMJl+l' • IVSTRtMcWMCI, • 
~1,. , IV5TR'"JMI' • IV5TRCMCSHI' , 
~7'. )W,A COHT'Nur . 
~11. 3~~~ CO~TI~U~ 
'12... CGI1F(CIII-C;"lItNT 
~'5. J~.ft CO~T'HU€ . 
~7~. 312 YT~Gt7.I' • oq~n~ • f,RCACICrNTR' .DIA~~~~TIC. THE T£ST FnR E~UALtfY ~~T~EEN N"N~INTEG£RS MAY NOT BE MEANIHG'UL' 
. "1'7. . Ir eTHINT .FO. T81.0el((11 oU,D, IRF;Q,NCOLDt ,EG, , ',AND, ICENTH 
.. ,.. t.r~o IT~~OO' ~n TO 375 . 
~1.. I'AROD - JCENTR • ~l~. RE~'HcOLn, • 3 
"11. TMIHT • TBLOCKC" 
"'1. • 
"l'u 
CALL ,.PH!::" I 
CG'"~ C , " .. I':I410NT 



























~ "-.;"<",....~~.~.""'!'i;.,r:w..~~~""' A F.f"!~"1~"~-~ "~'"'V,:,-~",-,,~~ ............ ,~ .. ,",,, J!?4iA ,~, '~"')y'~""'! ":\1,'" ", 1·... '.3 SAU CA.i;Q.R, ."4l0l' R 44P ~_iW. SM.;;' '44 4?i\4t.5 )#P.WSZ l' $' ; At. • k Ii;;,*, e.w .• $I = 
e~I",o 4'!. 
a~"", 'II'). ~, .... , .. , ... 
:'~~ .... "'S. t't' ....... 
"I'''. ~' .. 1I7 1117. :,~ .. !;O til". 
co: u .4I .. , .. 
~~I;~r. ....... 
~'''7n .... ,. 
. e"" .... ~ . ~""7~ .... ,. !:'!",. ....... 
~~". fro .... 0:. ~e"7' .... ~. ~I)c.o. .... ,. 
- ... c.a' ~cs tj. U,t: 
r,:,~"~ 
~,!!O:;I)7 "!''''. "~I. ~~;" Irf~l. 
'!'~t;1" -,t;, • 
~.,s". ..... ,. 
~,~.: r Ij'j~. 
t':!,)., .. ~ .. 
!,,~a;)1 "S7. 
!,,~C;3) .. s ... 
~-; .. )'t liS •• 
~";l"; .. ,". 




,. ... ~~, ",eo. ro~S .. t 1I'!>e 
~~"'''' '4". '!',,:,Sl!;l II, •• 
~~~~ .. tI,.,. 




.. ". ~,,,c,,, 1 
~,r,U "'''. .. ,tie.,:;,,, 
"'«;. fOe"'." : .. ,,,. t.,s,,~ .,.,. 
.... ~'I "'fI • ~~~73 "' .. ~.~,r. 7fi 
' .. ~". 
",s 7S fi8 •• !':!'Ho\ 
""'. e'!~ 77 ""1. e,!6"" _Ii". 
i !:':'~,"l "8". t~'O) .. A,.e 
':'~"IC; ... .,. 
'~"I " :"8~ .. e~"J ..... 
/1/ 
.... ..: ~ft 
. I' . .. " .... 
~. 
Table 8-6 - Partial Listing.Subroutine·TRIGER (Continued) 
- .. - --~---.. --. CCGAHLRL C r. PH, EI1, II • G"'lU~'T I'CHC£NTMC~VERJ.rQ·111 CGMR'.I'.GMLUNT .N!. 
3?J '~CL:ST'T."r·YES'GO TO 378 •• -1 
..---- .. ~B~~~T!t~~~~~~ntL_A~~TN~K~:~' . - ................. ' .. ---.--... ----. 
WRITEC6,11 ~AMt(lIIM.EPl1tN.TBLOCKC~'.CYCI'.YPC~,,'P'CI,.I-I." 
~7' CO~'T 1 tHlE ' • 
DO 38., 1-", 
YCI, • y,r, • TABOijTfl NCOl~' ~8~ YPCI' • 'P(I' • TAAnUT'I."NCOLD' 
~TOT • N50Lr p • NCN5~P 
XMV, • eMU • CG~RCI~I 
Ir f~TnT .~~.~, CALL ~PHACCCNTOT.'CENTR.NCOLD.Y.Y,.XMUI' IFCLIST'T.N~.YE~'GO TO 385 
CALL FLIPC7,'FLr' 
f~H~ !!CVWl~HcI~E!!T'M'N'KVEH' - -.. _- ... -.--.-.. -. 
CAll 'L'PCI~,rFlP' . 
WRITE CKOUT~I' NAMECL'.H,EPMIN,TRLOCKC1'.CYCI','PII,.y,PCI,.I- •• 3, US teFlAIi • 1 • 
IF (TBlOCK,,,' .GE. ~.~o' G~ TO '90 
teFl,,, • If 
GO Tn 3"1 
390 II. "VrH~~CK\SH' 
IF fll .L~. NfVTMX'KV£H" G~ TO '9, 
S't NVE~SEC~VEHJ· NVEHSEfKVEHI • 1 
G~ Ttl 3"S 
, .. ,) tJ. CrtV£,HStClC'Vr.H,e1.1 _ I 
5r.~f~T'II' • H • ISPECY Ir' LISTET .NE. YES, GO To "" CIILI 'LP'C3 IFLP' ~RITECK~UT,r9bq, II, S~V~NTflll, 15PECY. M, TBLOCKII' _ . 
1'6~ FOR~AT(IH~,q3X'1.IHe •• SpECIAL EvENT ••• I IX,JIG,DISt'.2'aO., •• 
, OZ6.18, .. 
3 ... ISpn:v • 17 SEVFNTCII." • T9t"CIC(IJ _ ... ___ ......... _. _ .... _ .. __ . _ ..... _._. ___ . __ _ 
IF 1M .EQ. 181 VTRGII.I~'. -,.00 3'" RF:'tllRN ' -~~ IF I lNnTR 'KVE~' .'Q. 0 , GO TO ~O • 
NVF~~(~VEH' • NVEH5ECKVEH, - I GO TO 3 9 5 
q~tI I SPECY • 2 
.lie • 1. IF CTALtlCKCIf' .IT. ~.D~1 JI( • I . • .... _ ... _______ . _______ . 
1~(RTYp~ .EQ. HRTYPECZ, .O~. RTVP£ .£Q~HRTYPE.S' • GO TO .. 0, 
IF clrlTFL .~T. II GO TO "10 
DCLfHCJw,teVEHJ • TBLOCK(" 60 Tn 't,S 
~~9 DClIMCJ~.Kvr.H'. T~'OCICCI' 
~tO DTLIMCJ(,(VFH'. TBlnCI('" 
-.5 IITC~T • ITCNT + I 
IF (LI~TIT .Nr. vrSl GO TO "'6 
CALL "LIP(~,'Flp' • 
W~IT~ C~OUT.!l' DCll". nlLI" 
13 r~RMAT CYH~nCLIM • ,lfO?3.15/9H DTLtM • ,4D2,eIS' 





-... - -'" .. ,' -....... .. -..... -........... _--_._' ... -~ _ .. --- .-..... - --_ .. 
... ; •• __ ., •• M ._ •••• 
. . 



























" --_._ .. --~---- -. - .~. Partial Listing Subroutine'TRAJRD -.--- .. -- .. ~~- -~- ... -
et'7Gl' 
e~r"l r,,07 
"",n) ~~,,, ... 
t''!''1S 

























































''',. '''~. 2 '.c,. 
.,,,,, . 2"". , ..... 
, .. ". 



















27 .. . 
27 .. . 
27 ... . 
'7,. 
'7 •• Z7 •• 2"". 28t. 
"'. 2ft,. 
211'1. 
ZBC • 2",. 2..,-
~~". 
naZI 
- - --. - -- ._- - I" • .., 
. , .... __ .... _--,-_. -~.---- - ... -~- .. ~ 
IS • 16 
16 • 7] 
. 17 • 22 
-- --IS? CONTINUE" . --- .. -
~ T TrtlGGFRS C . . 




CALL rtAH5ET C KnRUMI , NDROMCII' , 
REAO C KOHUM7. , C VSTRCI' , I - Kl • 
lLIGNMFNT CONSTRAINT TABLF. 
KZ , 
.. _ ... _ ....... -. . _... _ ... _ ... _ ..... . 
2~. IF C K~ .l~_ tel I G~ To 300 
. c~tl ~AN~ET ( KoPVH2 • NnRUMCI21 , 
RElO C K )RUI12 t C VSTR C I' , I • K) • Ie" •... -_ .. -.. -_ .. - -"'." 
c C ALIGN~!NT lAOlE 
C ,~~'I' C K6 -Lt_ KS , G~ TO ~~9 
." CUI. RA",seT ( KnRUM1. , NORUMCIU J 
RlAn C II'ORU"! t C VSTRC It • I - KS • K6 , 
C. C LO- eVRN C~N5TRAINT TARLE C . 
~~":' IF t Ka -L!_ K7 , GO To 50' 
CAll RAN~ET C KoRUH2 , NORUMCI'" , 
REIli) C ICORUM2 I C VSTR C ,I • I • te? , tel , 





S~~ I' C KIO -IT- K, I GO TO 60~ CALL RAM5E~ C KDRUM7 • NDRUMCIS' , 
READ C KURUM! I C VSTRCI' • I - K' , KIO , 
LO- qUR~. TAf'U: 
"~ I' C ~IZ elr.. CALL RAN"iET C 
READ C KORUH:r 
IC i I t GO TO 7ft~ 
~D~U~:TRC~7R~M:'!'Kfl • tell , ... ---- ....... -.. - " .. -.--- .•. - .. 
C 
C IG5 BUR" TABLE 
C -7~' I' C Kl" -LE' K,S I GO Tn 8"," CALL rtAN~ET C KnRUM1 , NDRUM'I?' , 






~ "[ARTH POTENTIAL 
C IF C CAI.I. 
READ 
,.,6 -IT. KiS t GO TO ,,~, 
RANSET C KnRUMi • NORUHt7, , 
C KORUMI J C ~5TR(11 , I • ICI' • 'teI' . t - -.-
:".~ ~.\ 





..... ..-. .. ...,- .... - .. ., ...... -............... -...... - .--
. __ _... _ . .. 4_ ... __ ......... - -_.. .. ... 



































- -----,.... .-~" ~ ......... -...... ,.~, .,.~ 





':'Hn !"'!", '!,,,, 
r~311 
""),,, ~~uz 
"'-'''' /1."'111 ~"'''l !'''lr,1 
:--'''3 ~ .. ,~ .. 
o:-:-jco, 
-"'6ft ,.~ 14fJ 
.r."'f." r;',,,,'; 







;. .. .,71 
~;'171 
"":'''01 
,. .. 1101 
r,;, .. "" 
....... "7 ~ .... I' 0:;".4 
,. .... '0 
;';"1" 
;;,;' "'') ";'~7" r~"71 
,. ..... 2) 
f~"'lf 
...... l'l 
;.;. .. , .. 
t~ .. n [""" ~""'" .. :. .. ,~
f"'in 
...... :\Ii ~; .. ;~ 
~ ...... , 
~~ .. "S 
ro: .... '" ee .... . 
.... "' .. ~ ;. ;. .. 
. •... -. -- ..... - .- .... _ .. , ... -_ ... ... - • • ..... • ••• • '·"1"" ....... ~ .•• -............................... e' 
, .. ". , ... 
n!'. ,.,. 
",. 
"3. , .... 
"5· ,.". ~'''. z •••
",. l" ... 3~ .. 
1~,. 










31 .. . ,. .. . 
"". 11,.
1Z~. 
",. 37 ... 
'2~. 32; .• 
:n,. 
31". 
31". 33 ... 
31i. H,. 
,,". 3'''. 3' ... 
3l~. 
'J1. 
" .. 3) •• 
,,,-.. 
1" •• 




, ... , . 
,,~ ' .. 
Table B-7 Partial L 1 stin~. Subrouti.ne,.".AJ~p ,(Continued) 
c , 
C "OON POTENTIAL 
C 
... ~ I~ C KIA .LT. 
• CALL RANSEr , 
READ C ICORUfo!l 
c 
~ MI.5 CnNS 
1(;7 , GO TO tl!O!l 
KORUM' • NORU~C'J t 
, C VSTRII' • I • KI7 • 
i~~~ I, 1 K20 .LT· K •• , ~O Tn JI~O 
KII ,-- '. ",. 
-_. CALL RA~SETftCI)RuMI,NnRIIMf' 
RFAn c ~ORUM' , C V~TRfl' • I • KI' • K2~ , 
Ir , K27. .LT, K,l J GO TO IOSD 
RtAO C KORIINI , C VSTRCI' • I • KII,KZZ , 
I,CK14.lT.~~'" ~O Tn I'O~ I"S"!' 
'"'''' C • C 
C ,










CALL RA N 5£TrI(ORI,"1 t~'O~IJMC9f)" 
00 I~'O II-Kl~tK3"6"" 
1116' - II • 'lf1-








"'K26.lT.IC,S, roO Tn I'O~ 
C_LL RA"SETCKDRU"~'NDRU"C76" 






I,CK28.lT,K1.7' GO Tn '400 
CALL RINSET(KnRuM2.rSAV£' 
R[AOCKDRUM" 1VsTRCI, •• -KZ7.K2., 
~ -TI~ 
C 
, .. ~ .. 1,IKlO.LT.K," ~O T~ 1~f)O 
CALL /lANSE' f KDRIIH2 HI"ftUM (77, t 
~EAnCKDRUMZ' CV~TR'f'.I-K29,K'O' 
c ' C LANDMARK TARLE 
C ' 
C 
I~ft .. r,CK32.lT.K1I' ~~ TO I~~O 
• (ALL /lA~SEr CKORUM2.NO~UMCt~)J 
,R[AOCKDRUHZ) IV~TRCI'.I.K3 •• K32t, 







, ' ~ 



















"I 1 , 
" ,j 




1 ! . i I \j 
'j 
:. '.- ,'. 








e"'fI ., .. e,120 
t'!I Uc 
,7.,. I". o'!ln 
.". 0':'123 7,.
e'!lu 17". e,.u 17'. ~~'H I'''. !""'~" .77. e"'24 '711. 
,. ... 11' 179. ~5 .. I) 1""-
':,U. A,. 
~':'J1 "I. :~tl .. 14,. 
"~111II pq. 
..... 3' If':;. 
... ~"" "It. t.:IOCO 87. 
'!':!11I1 1I1l. 
r"f4t! II.,. 
~ .. ~ .. , 9 .... 
~ .. I .. III 9t. 
c:, .. " 91. 
".,1-" 9,. e'! ... , , ... f",'''7 191!. (!~ISO 19,. 
r'''I~1 197. 
~"'I~' ..... ~~:'~3 '9~. 
::01-;) 2"". 
""11i3 - ZfJ •• 
r'!',~ .. 2")7.. 
e'! r.- Z~'U eo: ~ .. Z!) ... 
~'!' ~ .. Zf)~. 
~I!' ~ .. I')". 
~~ rolf 1~7. 
"'''' S~ :n". .. "
• , ~7 7~\' • 
e-: 61 7.",. 
~'! 6Z Zit. 
"" 43 21'. ~~ ,- 21l. 
~,. 72 2 .... 
e~ 73 2'~. 
-:-, ,III 2",. 
- .:,.." 217. 
DOl" 21". 
....................... 
.. ..... -~- .. - .... -....... 
_____ .... _ . ______ .. _I~.1!~e .. B-8. e. _~~r~~al Lj.st1ng. S,:,_b .. ~~~_~~~.e .JRJ.~~p ..... _ 
I , . CR~YP£ . ~ ~~N',X C 31', t .. 
-' c ••• r"fD 'U"fnaRD C('''''''nN "nR ,III'R".,1IN£ TRJ~UP 
It,TrC;!'R V4JTRfll 
DIMtN'I('H IT~'3.7' 





__ ... DATA ITJ "HVEH 1 "HTRAJE( ,6HTORy , 
• 6MVEH 2 "HTRAJEC,6HTnRy I 
CAtL RTr"r(-1.,ITJCltKV~HJ' 
GHLUNT • t~"~C.I' . 
~ • 6 ¥ 'KV~~ - I' • I . Ny • 3 • C riDPR + I + KONSnLlI,J' • KONSOLC",J' , NSZ • ~~Zl . 
IF C ~V£H .FQ- 7' N~Z • "517 
CALL DAUXAfV~TRfHY.'.V~T~f~YPI'.YSTR'"SUNP'.NSZ.Y5TRCMYPPI" 
• V~TRfHVTAR'.VSTRfMRrA8'.VSTRC"F.TA8'.VSTR'MWTA.' CALL TRIGA, VSTR , 
IF' C 'Cft -£11- .. , (;0 T(\ ." ~r ( IC~ .H~. 1 I ~O TO 2~ 
CALL GP~TAC V~T~(HCWEJI' l VSTRfMCWF'JI+3' • YS,RC"CW!CI' • 
. .. 1 V"T~f".Jr.I) , "STRCMC5EI' , 
GO TO IS 
I" CALL GPOlAf VSTRCHC.,HJ., • V5TIUMC"MJI+3t , VSTRCH(WMCU. • 
"," VSTRCMJMII • VITP'HC5Ml' , 




.. . J,. C NaRN f KVEH, • EQ. ~ , GO TO '(!f! 
CALL PHI5[A , V~'Rf~TTp~I' , Y5T~'~A~XIJ • V'TR'MCNlP., • 
, V~TR'MCNIr,I' , Vr.T~r"IGHI' • ySTR'ML~81' • 
7 V~TRf~ALr.N.) , V~TR'"JNY" • VSTRCMLHY., • 
, 1 V~TRf~CH'l.) V5TRfHYI' • V5TRCHrPI' , !~, CALL TRAJ C VSTRfMTTPGl' : VSTRIMVTRG, ,VSTRC"Y"" • 
. • VSTR(MVPII ,VST~'MYPPI). VSTRIND.F'.' • 
~ VSTRCM5[YI',VSTHfMVTAA" 
WNiTE SP[CIAL EVENTS OH DRUM 
s~ .. 
IF C NV~HSFCKV£HI 0F.Q. 0 I GO Tn 3VO 
I, ( IrrTF( .LT. 2 .AND. RTYPE .EO. HRTY'EI" HI • "'S(VI 
N2 • NSr.VI • ( NVEH~ECKVF.H) • ~ t - I CAll ~ANLA~ ( KnRUh2 • HDRUHC~VFH+§') , 
WRITF. I ICORU M! , ( VIT,,' t, • I • NI • HZ , .... 
COtIT1NU~ 












._ .... -. 
. ,.,D nF ;'O"PI.·ATION: . NO DIAGNOSTICS. '.~.UP .YMROLIC 








CL ~A'.' HOpr,wnPE 01 D£(' 7. 
L_' ~_~ ___ ~_ .. _ .. ~ . ___ :..... , M"_..t.....-,,_ •• _ •• , __ ,_~,·"b_ •• __ -"<fl..o..."~ .. _",,., tL_~,'._.~._" .. ,,-!..i.. -f,-t.~ .h.'-'" , 
-_ .. _.--.. ... 0..-.._-
1 

















































Table B~9 - Partfal Lfsting Subroutine HOPE 
8L "_~ •• HOPE!WOP£ 













































































,... PI1-AA INPUT-S~PAR·nATI~.Q~COIf-D£COOE-!JI'-Tt~£X·RE'COR' ~~QSlAF~.rQQ5~Al~qQSnA2.QQ5DA'.IN'CHK.CVPR'tGBPRT.RUN~RT. 
tlCNPRT,r~~PPT.A.B,r.DtE,'tH.Be.cC.DD.SDSPRT' 
.APHPRC VPRPDC.WPPP~C' Q/)'N"'T~~Ct)NST-"n\lMPRC.POTPRC.COVPP,C.EOTPrtC.TJ"PRC.A3.83 •• 
(3fn3rG~~TTP~(tYNTPRrl 1M T- ~T~R~CnN IM-S(ALPS-~C3DOP 
"Pf>LM-A~,XYl 










t:\ : A PH C -I. .,nPltc 
.. C tiP P. C -0 ~IP r~c ' 
~~raC-.(AATt~.CKALGN.8AF'LL."AWRT.CKBURNJ 
.DATIN . . QQC'l" 
ctnt 
SEG_ ~AINIf-~UPEH-.r:, . . 
FA!RO,FAISUP POSTRDt .PSTSUP.(.~VR~.COVSUP.~CRD.GG' ~URSUP-DCSTOR-DC5UP-.'ORCOMP.ONBORO' 















. . .aIQQt·QQ2.QQl' nRAG-BODY-MATPLY-nUT~R-~ODATT-VMA$S~SHV£NT-MASACC·SHVNT'·' 
... '. 
'eNE" 


























-:J .' ' 
J. 
~. 













~ ....... iI.e ._". ~ ......... - ... , ••• _t·_· ...• "--:, , .•. ' ~ .. -•..• ~,""~ " ..... ·,~i·-.'-- ... , .• --. -_._ .. ,;.... .. .. 
J Table C-9 - Partial listing 5ubruuti,ne IiO~E (Ctmtin,ued) , 
"\;; . 
"" . q:o •. • 'JACHI~,tOE~~,US5~' Q~1. S£G ~Ol_AO·rr,~CO~-l~PCON 





























"AP LC~,l.~~ ~')6 









... ~r~I"-5~/PPR" ... frItOP~I).LI. \ 
p ~IJSIJI' .. T II! .JP "I') -S T Til" E -II V-I.- (yF'(PRT ,!ttl. ATE, "'''', 
r~VA-~nT~AJ_.frpl PC,~~OT~T.MA8AT.PRtNIT' 
. S Tt, [' r. .. 
A . 
"II t """',"ton,, •• f 1'10"",,, ,y., 
cs .- r. 
SEt; 
n r. 0; II '" - fHi ? .," ~ • A I':: ~ ~ ( C. J\ r;,.1t T ,f. ~ t N r T .11') It VI T •• DC' 7 .t! ,. c( " 
r' AIO t ~1I-'~~TII·l':rrL~ ". ~ t.jTlt'" -ronT 













",A r flY- .... l/!"( a'l •• « rn~lfn, TT, 
C ~ 0 5 1/ JJ" (R!) (if: ~l" C "0 SA'! 
1;,:,f04nOLlr. 












V ct,lIfj"ItI!' OUnUl I OUl7111' 
'I;'UI1311 , 
. 0'"0''''' 












Q[tiQ IClh "opr il I,', . _, Df' ?~ "',I,,. ,. L ,Nt( I LlfUe t I,:, . L I Nt( .. 
LrNI( 3 
LINK 5 
LINIC' 8 \! 
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